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PREFACE

The Magnetic Observatory of the South African Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research - or, as it is bett_r
known amongst overseas

colleagues, the Heraanus Magnetic

Observatory - celebrated its fiftieth anniversary on
August 4, 1982.

The occasion was commemorated with a

Symposium on Upper Atmosphere Research in South Africa
and this volume contains a collection of the papers
presented at the Symposium.

The main purpose of the symposium was to give Directors
of the various research groups in South Africa the opportunity
to review their research activities in magnetospheric,
ionospheric and cosmic ray physics.

We therefore hope that

this collection of papers will serve as a reasonably complete
picture of the present status of upper atmosphere research
activities in South Africa.

G J Kiihn
Head:

Magnetic Observatory
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INTRODUCTORY

REMARKS

by F J HEWITT
Retired Deputy President
of the CSIR

I greatly appreciate the honour done me by the CSIR in inviting
me to act as c airman of this symposium.
It is a pleasure to
be back for a moment in the Upper Atmospheric Physics environment
a somewhat warmer environment incidentally than it used to be
before these new building extensions.
In inviting me the CSIR also suggested that I should speak in
particular for a few minutes in the course of my opening remarks
on the association of the Magnetic Observatory with the CSIR.
In attempting to do this I can only apologise if I appear to use
the pronoun "I" too often.
This symposium marks the 50th anniversary of the establishment
of the Magnetic Observatory and simple arithmetic reveals the,
to me, startling fact that for over a quarter of its life the
Magnetic Observatory has been a part of the CSIR - time enough surely
for such an association to have had a significant influence on
the Observatory should there have been any areas of conflict.
In fact during my period of responsibility there were really no
fundamental changes and in my remarks to follow I hope I can show
that this was not due to lethargy or lack of interest on the part
of the CSIR, but rather to the fact that the Observatory under
Mr van Wijk had been working on yery sound lines.
The South African National Committee for Geomagnetism, Aeronomy
and Space Science (SANCGASS) which grew out of the Upper Atmospheric
Research Committee of the IGY under Professor Stanley Jackson must have had a considerable influence on the Magnetic Observatory
even prior to its incorporation within the CSIR, an influence
extending over about half the lifetime of the Observatory -
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this Upper Atmospheric Physics p ogramme being one of the f i r s t ,
and I think one of the most successful, examples of the type of
programmes now managed by the Co-operative Scientific Programmes
division of the CSIR;

and the period covered i . e . from 1957

onwards was surely the most exciting one in the history of geomagnetism
as a result of the way the a r t i f i c i a l earth

satellite has been

able to reveal so much about the influence of the sun on the earth's
field in the immediate vicinity of the earth.
Until two years or so ago I was as most of you know, intimately
associated with both SANCGASS from i t s very beginning and the
Magnetic Observatory from its incorporation into the CSIR, so i t
has been most interesting to page through the files and reflect
on the situation now that I am no longer directly involved and now
that, i f I make any remarks regarding more money, I no longer have
the inhibiting thought that tomorrow I would have to start finding i t .
Obviously the most important considerations for the CSIR on accepting
the transfer were the objectives of the Observatory and the relevance
of its scientific programmes and the scale of its operations both
to science as a whole and to the various practical activities of
economic importance in South Africa, which are to some extent
influenced by a knowledge of the earth's magnetic field and its
behaviour.
At the time of

transfer one possible anomaly (not a magnetic

anomaly I hasten to say) had been recognised and dealt with by
the Prime Minister s Scientific Advisory Council when i t motivated
the transfer of the Observatory to the CSIR.
sma.l

This was a relatively

seismological responsibility which was transferred to the

Geological Survey - but I am glad to say good contact with that
department was nevertheless maintained.

The other possible anomaly

was the fact thit the Antarctic Geomagnetic programme although based
at Hermanus was not the responsibility of the Head but rather of
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the University of Potchefstroom.

This had already been arranged at

the specific request of Mr van Wijk who felt that the resources
at his disposal made it impossible to take on this responsibility.
CSIR had been involved in these arrangements several years before
transfer because of its responsibility for Antarctic Research.
On transfer, seeing that thanks to the cooperation of Prof Stoker
of Potchefstroom University, the programme had been running very
well, CSIR saw no reason to press for a change.
much later.

It followed

Similarly on transfer CSIR did not 'rush in' at all

in so far as the scientific programme was concerned and probably
the only, but to me very important, item of significance in this
area was the appointment of an Advisory Committee.

I have always

been a great believer in the CSIR Advisory Committee System
provided the committee sticks to its proper task of Advisor to
the Council on the scientific activities of the institute in
question - relevance of the programme, effectiveness and scale
of operations.

The Magnetic Observatory has always had an

excellent Advisory Committee - some of the present membe s are
foundation members and as the Chairman for ten years or so I
feel greatly indebted to them.
My saying that CSIR's actions as regards the scientific programme
on transfer were at a low key is born out by the fact that the
first volume of the Head Office file on the Observatory dealt
with administrative matters almost entirely and about the only
matter with scientific relevance was a submission of mine to
the President that the Magnetic Observatory should function as a
separate unit reporting directly to an Executive Member and not
become a small part of a large CSIR laboratory or institute.

I

had in fact been overseas when the intended transfer was put to
CSIR and it had been tentatively decided that the Magnetic Observatory
should become part of National Physical Research Laboratory (NPRL) geomagnetism is certainly physics and there was then and still is a
strong geophysics activity in NPRL.

But it could also be argued

that the work of the Magnetic Observatory was also (and still is)

I
I

closely related to the ionospheric physics of the National Institute
for Telecommunications Research (NITR).

Quite apart from these

considerations I have always felt that specialised sections can get
lost in large institutes.

In this case I believed the importance

of the Magnetic Observatory was such that it would deserve the special
interest of the Executive during its initial years in CSIR and that
in such circumstances I would prefer the Head to report to me directly.
The President agreed to this and I personally never had cause to
'

regret the arrangement.

I hope the Executive Officer now responsible

will"not hold it against me.
I was also influenced by our experience with the transfer to the CSIR
J

of the Republic Observatory (astronomy) a few years previously where
it quickly became obvious that the CSIR was an entirely different

j

environment from that of the Government Department in which that
Observatory had previously operated.

I

In both cases it was clear

that the Director or Head as the case may be just did not expect
any real interest in their work from the Executive and certainly

(

no initiative on the part of the latter to promote the scientific
programmes.

I hope reporting direct to the Executive helped to

change such ideas quickly.
Thus for some years the Magnetic Observatory continued on its course
I

with the CSIR endeavouring to find extra funds from time to time to
enable it to grow at a somewhat higher rate than that of the CSIR

I
I

as a whole - but the financial situation was not good and there is
little doubt that if transfer had taken place at an earlier stage
in the CSIR's history growth would have been faster.

This financial

stringency had for some time put off our facing th-i fundamental
question - what is the desirable scale on whicn such a Magnetic

I

Observatory should operate and what are its responsibilities.
With the problem of finding a successor to Mr van Wijk it was

I

decided to look at the same time at the question of scientific
responsibilities and scale of operation and even at the location of

I

the Observatory before the commitment in Hermanus became too great.

'

CSIR invited Prof Clarence to undertake such a review with the

,

assistance of Prof Stoker - they were invited to take a completely
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objective look at the situation and make recommendations to Council.
As you can imagine Professors Clarence and Stoker took this task
wery seriously and it is a great compliment to the Observatory
and to the CSIR that they accepted the invitation bearing in mind
their University duties.

Both have direct personal knowledge of

the international scene in so far as geomagnetism is concerned.
It was with some relief for those responsible for the finances that
they did not call for major changes.

They defined the desirable

area of activity as "Geomagnetic measurements and related geophysical
phenomena" and expressed the view that the Observatory should be
responsible for both routine and fundamental research work.

They

also expressed the view that the continued location of the Observatory
at the present site at Hermanus was justified.

They did not express

any specific views on the scale of operations.

I think we were all

agreed that this is really an Advisory Committee's task once Council
had determined the nature of the activities.
I think it is the scale and not the nature of the activities which
caused me most concern.

During my period of overall responsibility

it was relatively easy.

The Magnetic Observatory needed all the

money that we could make available.

Almost all the programmes were

conducted on a scale which was barely viable and all were vulnerable
to the loss of key staff members - a situation with which CSIR is
all too familiar.

To help out, the Observatory received funds for

its participation in the Antarctic programme from the Dept of
Transport Antarctic allocation - an expedient which I accepted only
with reluctance.
I: has always beer my view that South Africa has a particular
responsibility towards world science in those fields where the
geographic situation of our country is significant.

We owe this

to the world scientific community because of our privileged position
on one of the three land masses in the Southern Hemisphere.

In the

situation prevailing today this is doubly so because we are in fact
the only country in this longitude in the southern hemisphere with
the resources and dedication to undertake this kina of work.
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Geomagnetism is a classic example of such an activity where study on
a global sc&ie is paramount.

I t could even be the best example

of such an activity - at least on a par with some of my other
favourites such as astronomy.

iieon^-jnetism has a long record of

international scientific co-operation - a very long record.
As with astronomy in the early days, urgent practical needs ^or
navigation gave international studies the necessary priority for
action.

Is the southern hemisphere doing its share? - is South

Africa doing its share?

An interesting study to make would be

the scale of a Magnetic Observatory today in South Africa i f i t
had been set up within the CSIR on its establishment in 1946 when
its growth rate would have been determined more by needs than by
a formula or in this case by how much a formula could be bent!
My guess is i t would have been considerably bigger.

I suppose

in some areas e.g. navigation, the pressing needs have been and
are being met.

These needs are perhaps not even as great as

they were when the magnetic compass reigned supreme.

The scientific

needs and pressures are no doubt even greater than they were.
"The more you know,the more you realise how l i t t l e you know"is surely
true here as in any branch of science.

Despite the restrictions of finance that have long been a feature
of the Magnetic Observatory's existence, its scientific standards
and international reputation have been of the highest.

But there

are limits to what dedication and personal ability can achieve.
Sophistication in instrumentation is now the order of the day.
Obsolescence goes hand in hand with sophistication.

We must

not allow ourselves to f a l l too far behind and instrumentation
is so heavily capital intensive.

Similarly I believe the

Observatory has for some time been severely stressed to maintain
its field survey programmes and consideration must be given as to
whether even these programmes can be properly maintained and whether
they are adequate.
successors.

Please do not think I am being critical of my

I am admitting the shortcomings to which I was a party.

I f I regret anything i t is perhaps that I did not make a real effort
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to quantify these shortcomings so that they could be more clearly
recognised.
A f i f t i e t h anniversary is surely as good an opportunity as any to
stand back and take a new look at the situation - particularly I
suggest the stale of the operation - so that any deficiencies can
be recognised - expressed in numbers as Lord Kelvin would have
liked - and adequately represented to the authorities.

The

Advisory Committee - with its academic Tiembers and with members
representing the so-called user community - is well equipped to
advise CSIR on the scale both in relation to international science
and to its importance in the economic development of South Africa
in those areas where a knowledge of the earth's magnetic field can
make an important contribution.
I have put the question mark only on "scale" because I em suie
we have no reason to question the scientific achievements over all
the years of its operation

The Observatory's scientific programme

is now totally integrated and plays a key role in the other related
programmes in geomagnetism and Upper Atmospheric Physics in South
Africa.

Its routine observing programmes are recognised and valued

by all interested bodies - at home and overseas.

Building on the

sound basis established over many years by Andrew van Wijk, I believe
in Dr Kiihn the Observatory has a leader who is very well equipped
to handle such developments and I wish him and his colleagues every
success in the future.
I thus have pleasure in declaring this symposium open.

I note that

we start with a paper which could well bear considerably on the
questions I have raised.

we are indeed grateful that Mr Svendsen

has come to South Africa to participate and we look forward very
much to h^s paper.

Mr Svendsen may be well known to many of you.

From World Data Centre for Geomagnetism, Boulder, Colorado, no one
could be better qualified to address us on his subject - the Changing
World of Geomagnetism.

I
I
I
I
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THE CHANGING WOkLD OF GEOMAGNETISM:
BRIEF HISTORY RELATING TO MAGNETIC OBSERVATORIES
by K L Svendsen
World Data Center "A"
Boulder, Colorado

This is a historic occasion, and I think it is appropriate
at this time to review some of the developments that relate
to magnetic observatories.
Today Hermanus is one member of a family of about 200 magnetic
observatories in the world (Figure 1) and it is responsible for
the operation of several others -- although today, as always,
one should define what one means by the term "magnetic
observatory".
Unlike Hermanus, there are stations which,
for example, record only the changes of one element and
there are those that produce only analog records.
I do
not include these latter types in my count.
There may be
another hundred or more of these.

fci-* ~ 1
JEi3 H*-a. /.
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in Í.S3J, the first magnetic observatory was established
bv llauss i r. d'ottingen, (.erinany.
about

By 1900, there were

\0 obsei .'itories in operation throughout the world

(Figure 1).

Surprisingly perhaps, there were none in

the United States.

-

Ilowevc* , within the next three or

lour years, trie picture changed substantially.

Several

of the ones on this map had closed, but others had
opened, including two in the United States.

OBSERVATORIES 1900

f-iqure.

fit.

The next map (Figure 3) shows where there were observatories
in Africa at that time.

The one at Dar es Salaam closed

soon after, but others opened at Tananarive and at Hclwan.
Fifty years ago, there happened to be a few more (Figure 4)
because of the special effort for the Second Polar Year
(1932-55).

These included Mogadishu, iamanrassct , and

Cape Town.

Mogadishu operated only during the Second

I'olar Year, but Cape Town grew into what is llcrmanus today.
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OBSERVATORIES 1900

OBSERVATORIES 1932-34

£Vaur£_3

figure.
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The map in Figure 5 shows the network today.
We lost one
(Mauritius), but gained a few.
These maps do not show a
few others that both opened and closed between 1900 and today.
Why do observatories come
and go?
There are, of course,
economic reasons and shifting
national priorities.
Part
of the latter is related to
changing needs in geomagnetism.
The early magnetic scientists
who were operating magnetographs were trying to find
answers to the m^st basic
questions -- for example, how
much does the magnetic field
vary during the day?
How
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often do magnetic storms occur?
The magnetic declination
had important uses in land surve>ing and navigation, and
it was important to find answers to these questions.
It
was, of course, found that the direction of the magnetic
field changed materially and magnetic observatories were
very useful in keeping track ox the changes.
But there
were only a few observatories, it was realized that more
data points were needed to defii..; the distribution of the
field in the large areas between the observatories.
About
1900, some of those organizations that were responsible
for monitoring the changes began "repeat, surveys", reoccupying
field stations at periodic intervals.
In Africa, there
were several European organizations that were engaged in
this work.
Sometimes we have isogonic charts to show for
this work, but more often not.
By auout 1930, mining engineers had become interested in
using magnetometers to find ore deposits.
Mostly, they
used what was called a vertical balance.
To assist in
interpretation of results, they found it useful to know
magnetic conditions at the time of their observations.
This information was available from magnetic observatories.
Late ", some progress was made in prediction of magnetic
storms, and these predictions were useful in avoiding
observing when the magnetic activity was too high.
About
the same time, telecommunications engineers became interested
in the same information, to avoid periods of interruption
of snort wave broadcasts.
1

After World War II, and particularly at the time of the
International Geophysical Year (IGY) of 1957-58, there
were many new developments in the science, and I will not
attempt to go into detail.
I will just mention several
important developments that affected magnetic observatories:
(1) Gyroscopes and other modern aids to navigation
(2) Proton pre;ession magnetometers
(3) Digital recorders
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(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Use of computers
Earth-orbiting satellites
Larger numbers of scientists working
in geomagnetism
Establishment of World Data Centers

As I mentioned earlier, one of the historical uses of
geomagnetism was in navigation.
Compasses were used
in both ships and planes, and magnetic information still
appears on all naviagation charts.
However, gyroscopes
are common today, and there is some feeling that compasses
are no longer used.
About four years ago, the agency
that was responsible for operation of the United States
program in geomagnetism questioned the continuing need
for the program, pointing out that ships and planes no
longer needed compasses.
However, to advise them, they
called together representatives of various marine and air
groups that would be affected, such as the merchant marine
and airline pilots association.
To the surprise of the
agency, these groups were unanimous in stressing the
continuing importance of the magnetic compass to the safety
of navigation.
They maintained that the compass is still
widely used, not only by users of craft too small tc afford
more sophisticated systems, but also as a back-up system for
the other craft.
Ships' captains related incidents of how
they had been saved by the magnetic compass.
Nevertheless,
I believe that the observatories feel that magnetic declination
is no longer as important as it was, while the intensity
component? have assumed more importance.
In the area of absolute instruments, the availability of
proton magnetometers was a great boon to observatories and
to field survey programs.
They were cheaper than the old
instruments, and they were easier to use and more accurate.
They saved countless hours in processing of data.
Some
later embellishments proved to be very expensive, but I
don't think anyone '-ould want to go back to the old st/le
instruments.

I
I
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An interesting sidelight: In the pre-proton magnetometer
days, the United States was operating about a dczen
observatories.
Some of these stations were not so good
and the cost of processing and publisning was becoming
very burdensome.
Some of our group felt that we were
wasting our time in striving for one or two gamma accuracy,
and footing ourselves thinking that we were achieving it.
Besides, they said science did not need this accuracy.
They advocated relaxing our standards.
Then, along came
the new instruments which made one-gamma accuracy more
real, relieving us of some of this concern.
Today, there
are scientists engaged in studies such as separating out
the internal effects of the geomagnetic field from the
external, and one of these had claimed chat he can detect
errors as small as two gammas in the observatory secular
change curver..
If so, our effortr have not been wasted.
The computer era brought us digital and machine-readable
results.
Though many observatories are still scaling
magnetograms by hand, others are scaling by machine.
Still another innovation consists of a machine which will
automatically follow the traces and put the results on
magnetic tape at 1-1/2 minute intervals per magnetogram.
More common, and better, are the so-called automatic
observatories, where digital results from the magnetometer
go directly onto magnetic tape.
Perhaps the ultimate
in automation is the Japanese instrument at Kakioka
Magnetic Observatory (cost:$2 000 000) , which produces
hourly values in real-time.
At the end of the month,
the final tables of hourly values are produced automatically.
The first attempts at digital rapid sampling
of the field for routine operations sometimes resulted
in delays of years in getting out the results.
However,
technological advances have taken care of this and some
observatories are now able to publish almost current
results.
Thi ; veritable revolution, this changeover
from analog to digital rvj^ords, is still in progress.
One bad feature of this revolution is the temptation
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to accept less than 10(H record.
Breakdowns in the
equipment can be frequent and, if the observatory has
discontinued operation of the conventional magnetograph
for fill-in, there can be periods of no record.
Another way in which computers have had an effect on
observatories is more indirect.
The ease with which
spherical harmonic analyses of the magnetic field can
be performed en the large computers had led more
scientists to perform this type of analysis.
This has
resulted in more scientists being interested in
observatory data.
The IGY was the beginning for launching of earth-orbiting
satellites and within a few years, some of them were
carrying magnetometers.
The first magnetometers recorded
only total intensity, but recent ones have observed the
magnetic vectors.
In the beginning, some of the scientists
in this space program believed that ground observatories
would no longer be necessary once they had surveyed the
magnetic field from space.
However, MAGSAT, for example,
describes the field for the epoch of its flight: To
extrapolate for other times, it is necessary to develop
a model of secular change, and this requires surface data.
To the present time, those research scientists are among
the most vocal in crying for more ground data.
I under
stood that Hermanus is responding to this by a special
effort in their field survey program.
The World Data Centers were created during the IGY to
make readily available the data that were collected in
the IGY interval, avoiding the situation which occurred
with the Second Polar Year when the data were largely
unprocessed and subsequently lost in someone's attic.
As a representative of World Data Center "A", which
handles the largest number of requests of the four
centers, I can state that the number of persons interested
in using geomagnetic data today is several tines that
of the pre-IGY period.
No one should doubt the usefulness
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of observatory data.
Undoubtedly, there is some nuisance
to the observatory in furnishing copies of ail records
to tho Centers.
However, we hope this is compensated
for by relieving them of the nuisance of filling individual
requests.
Also, there is a measure of security in
having four copies of the records distributed to different
parts of the world.
In any case, the role of World Data Center "A" has been
changing also.
Although all the contributions of data
to the data centers are necessarily voluntary, about
20 years ago we began to take a more active role.
For
some large national and international projects, we were
told that there was not enough data in our collection to
do the job.
We began to pressure the observatories
for more data, more quickly.
But I am sure you at
Hermanus know from your own experience that supplying
data is not always a matter of choice.
Sometimes there
are problems with the base-line values, for example, that
will hold up release of the results for years.
We knew
this from our own processing experience.
Nevertheless,
we decided to visit the observatories to see first-hand
what the problems were in individual cases and to see
what could be done in the way of solutions.
I am pleased to report that we believe we have had some
positive results.
We have kept some observatories from
closing.
We have helped to improve the operation of
others.
We have even helped start some new observatories.
Why am I here at this time?
Aside from the fact that
Dr Kiihn informed me of the 50th anniversary of the Hermanus
Observatory and I wanted to take part in the celebration,
I am on a tour of countries in southern and eastern Africa
to see if something can be done to start a new round of
repeat surveys.
This is one of a series of trips that
are taking me through many developing countries.
The
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project was urged upon us by the principal users of
the magnetic data base (in particular that part of the
data which gives information on the secular change),
those users who are developing models of the earth's
magnetic field and have found that all present models
are deficient for time corrections.
The International
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF), the model most
used by those in oil exploration, has been a special
target for improvement by the Society of Exploration
Geophysicists.
Although, as one of my map« showed,
there are a goodly number of observatories in this
part of the world, we are not receiving data from
many of them.
Their problems are difficult of
solution, and we need secular change information
now.
Furthermore, even if we had data from all of
these observatories, it would not give the degree of
detail that is desirable.
We need hundreds of data
points from repeat surveys.
in the United States,
for example, the map in Figure 6 shows the dense network
of stations where we reobserve once every five years.
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Since 1970, the only real repeat surveys in Africa
have been made in Morocco and South Africa.
The
Trench have contributed a few scattered observations
in West Africa.
Between these are large voids.
So,
we need new observations, reoccupation of the old
stations, for example, in Zambia.
How do we get
these done?
I am trying to find the answers in my
visits to local geophysical institutions.
I do not
have a map for South Africa, but the density of Hermanus'
past surveys is the kind of work we need.
We hope that
Hermanus will continue to provide the same number of
data points in South Africa as in the past and that
somehow it will be able to help outside these boundaries
with instruments and training, if not actual observing.
Data points in the islands of the South Atlantic would
be particularly useful.
I would be remiss if I did not state today that in my
opinion the product of Hermanus is one of the finest
in the world.
The evidence comes from data users,
from their comments and from their quantitative measures
of data quality.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to share these
views with you.
I am pleased to be able to be with
you today during this celebration, and I hope that Hermanus
will continue its fine work for many more anniversaries.
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THE

PRESENT

STATUS

OF

RESEARCH

AT

THE

MAGNETIC

OBSERVATORY

P R Sutcliffe (Deputy Head, Magnetic Observatory)
Introi iction
The purpose of this presentation is to outline research presently
being pursued at the Magnetic Observatory.
In order to
appreciate this research, it is necessary that we first briefly
examine the laboratory in which it is carried out, namely,
the earth's magnetic environment.
We then review each of
the research fields in turn.
The first two with which we
deal are magnetospheric substorms and geomagnetic pulsations,
which have their origins far above the earth's surface in
the region known as the magnetosphere.
Then coming closer
to earth, we consider solar quiet time (Sq) variations
which originate mainly in the ionosphere.
Next, down on
earth, we look at a recently commenced project to model
the surface geomagnetic field.
Finally, going below
ground level, we consider magneto-telluric studies.
For
each of these research projects, we present a general
background description, describe some specific research
results obtained by Magnetic Observatory staff over the
past few years, and point out projects planned for the future.
The Earth's Magnetic Environment
The major part of the geomagnetic field results from electric
currents flowing in the molten outer core of the earth.
This is known as the main field and exhibits a gradual longterm change, called the secular variation, which occurs at a
variable rate.
Superimposed on this main field are small
contributions due to permanent magnetism close to the earth's
surface.
These contributions, known as crustal anomalies,
are associated with variations in the geological or geophysical
properties of the crustal material.
If interplanetary space were a vacuum, this very slightly
distorted dipole field would have extended indefinitely into
space as shown in Fig 1.
However, interplanetary space is

20
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currents
n outer core

Fig 1

I

Dipole field

Vacuum o*"
interplanetary
space

A model of how the earth's magnetic field v/ould
have appeared, had interplanetary space been a
vacuum.

not a vacuum.
The sun continuously emits a high velocity
gas of protons and electrons or plasma known as the solar
wind.
Interplanetary space is also permeated by a magnetic
field, known as the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF),
which originates in the sun.
Since the plasma energy density
of the solar wind exceeds the magnetic energy density of the
IMF, the IMF is carried along with, or frozen into the solar
wind (Fig 2). When viewed in an earth frame of reference,
z
z
Itynamic pressure c*>nmv cos 6
Solar w i n d — — _
Interplane
tary
Magnetic
Field

ssure

Magnetopause

Fig 2

Diagram showing the distortion and confinement of the
earth's magnetic f i e l d by the solar wind.
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i.e. one moving with respect to the solar wind, the solar
wind is also permeated by an electric field given by
E =

v x

tIMF

where v is the solar wind velocity with respect to the
earth, and B j

M p

is the interplanetary magnetic field.

The solar wind distorts the earth's magnetic field and
confines it to a region of space called the magnetosphere.
The boundary of the magnetosphere, or magnetopause,
occurs where the plasma pressure of the solar wind is
balanced by the magnetic pressure of the geomagnetic field.
Within the magnetosphere the magnetic field tends to
dominate and control the plasma.
A present day picture of the magnetosphere is shown in
Fig 3 which illustrates the magnetic environment and
various plasma regimes.

Note that the distorted region

BOUNDARY'
LAYER

ENTftV LATCH

Pig 3 A present day picture of the
earth*8 magnetosphere.
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lying exterior to the plasmapausc is fixed with respect
to the sun, with the geomagnetic tail always pointing
away from the sun.
On the other hand, the nearly
dipolar region with radius of 4 earth radii (R ) , known
as the plasmasphere, effectively rotates with the earth.
Tne magnetic field observed at the ?art.i's surface and
in space undergoes temporal variations of both a regular
and larger, more erratic nature.
These variations are
due to electric currents which flow in the plasma regime
surrounding the earth.
With this brief description of our laboratory in mind,
we now describe some of the specific research projects
presently being carried out at the Magnetic Observatory.
Magnetospheric Substorm Research
A magnetospheric substorm is a process whereby energy
derived from the solar wind and stored in the tail of
the earth's magnetosphere is intermittently released
into the earth's upper atmosphere.
In the simplest
case a substorm appears to have three phases: a growth
phase in which energy is extracted from the solar wind
and stored in the magnetotail; an expansion phase in
which energy is explosively released; a recovery phase
in which the magnetosphere relaxes to a quiet sta'e.
We now review (Nishida, 1978; Mc Pherron, 1979) the most
generally accepted theories to explain these substorm
phases.
Thereafter we look at some recent research
results based on data recorded mainly at the South
African Antarctic base, Sanae.
If the vertical component B of the IMF remains northward
for a long time (of the order of hours), then solar-wind
interaction with the magnetosphere is at a minimum and the
magnetosphere asymptotically approaches a ground state.
If now B turns southward then energization of the magneto
sphere can take place.
This occurs by a process of field
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line merging in which the field lines carried along by
the solar wind are forced against the sub-solar magnetopause.
Since these field lines are oppositely directed
to the earth's field lines, an X-type neutral line is
formed and the IMF is connected to the earth's field.
The merged field lines aie then swept over the polar
cap into the lobes of the geomagnetic tail by the solar
wind (Fig 4).
If this process were not balanced by a
Interplanetary
Magnetic
Field

Field
line'
merging

Fig 4

Diagram illustrating the convection of solar
flux and plasma into the earth's magnetotail.

return of magnetic flux to the dayside, the dayside magnetic
field would eventually be completely eroded.
However a
quasi-steady field line reconnection also occurs in the
distant tail, followed by transport of magnetic flux and
plasma around the sides of the -.nagne to sphere back to the
dayside in a process called magnetospheric convection.
Observations suggest that if the southward B is intense
enough, then the dayside merging rate exceeds the down tail
reconnection rate, with a consequent increase of flux
content and energy in the magnetotail.
Corresponding to
the increase in tail field magnitude there is an increase
in strength of the cross tail current and, in addition,
earthward motion of its inner edge.
The«e changes are seen

?i;

in the near earth plasma sheet as an increasingly
field.

:il like

As this occurs the size of the polar cap increases

moving the auroral ovals equatorward.

This :ail energy

build up constitutes the substorm growth phase.
The substorm expansion phase is the result of an explosive
release of energy stored in the geomagnetic tail.

A

popular model (Hones, 1977) to explain the substorm expansion
phase is shown in Fig 5.

In the quiet state the plasma

Fig 5 The Hcnes model of a magnetospheric
substorm.
sheet thickness tapers off with increasing distance to a
neutral line N located at approximately 60 R .

At

substorm onset, the thinning in the near-earth part of
the plasma sheet wh'.ch occurs during the growth phase,
appears to accelerate in a rather limited region.
An X-type neutral li;ní N' is formed somewhere inside 18
R

and plasma flows away from the neutral line.

formation of the neutral line is associated with a

The
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sudden weakening of the cross tail current.
Earthward
of this neutral line the plasma sheet expands and the
dipole like field configuration is resumed.
Reconnection
progresses until open field lines in the tail lobe are
encountered at which time a 'plasmoid' surrounding the
O-type neutral line is disconnected from the earth's field
and ejected down the tail.
Reconnection continues on
open lines until the end of the expansion phase when the
X-type neutral line moves rapidly down the tail expanding
the plasma sheet.
The weakening of the cross tail current gives rise to a
build up of polarization charge at longitudes bounding
the region of reduced current intensity.
By virtue of
the high conductivity along field lines, the resulting
electric field is mapped to the auroral zone ionosphere.
Consequently r. portion of the westward flowing cross-tail
current is diverted down geomagnetic field lines on the
dawnside of the magnetosphere, flows westward through the
nightside polar ionosphere, and then up field lines on the
duskside.
The ionospheric component of this current loop
together with westward flowing Hall current constitute
the westward electrojet.
Following the earthward acceleration
of plasma sheet particles into the inner magnetosphere, the
injected electrons drift eastwards towards dawn and the ions
westward towards dusk thus constituting a partial ring current.
Figure 6 is a schematic diagram for the southern hemisphere
illustrating the relationship between the various magnetospheric,
field aligned and ionospheric currents which flow during a
substorm.
The magnetic signatures of the eastward electrojet
in tKi evening sector and westward electrojet in the morning
sector are particularly distinct on ground based magnetometers
in the vicinity of the electrojets.
The signatures most
typical of these electrojets are illustrated in Figure 7.

Fig 6

Schematic diagram for the Southern
Hemisphere showing the various
current systems which flow during
a substorm.

Fig 7

The magnetic signatures most
typical of the eastward and
westward electrojets.
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The upward and downward field aligned currents are carried
by plasma sheet electrons and protons respectively injected
into the upper atmosphere.
When these electrons and protons
penetrate nto the atmosphere, they suffer collisions.
Inelastic collisions, and the secondary processes which follow,
cause excitation and ionization of atmospheric atoms and
molecules.
In returning to their ground state, or a lower
energy level, radiation \s emitted which (for certain
transitions) i •> in the band of visible light.
The electron
aurora contains a number of emission lines and bands which
arise mainly from atomic and molecular nitrogen and oxygen.
The proton aurora results when precipitating protons undergo
a process of charge exchange with atmospheric constituents
and the excited hydrogen atoms emit radiation of optical
wavelengths.
L

The recovery phase of a magnetospheric substorm begins when
the bulge of aurora near midnight ceases to expand poleward.
The first stage of this phase appears to be a poleward leap
of the westward electrojet and of energetic electron precipi
tation.
As this leap occurs auroras move equatorward and
the intensities of the westward electrojet and associated
field aligned currents diminish.
In the model shown
schematically in Fig 5 the expansion phase ends when reconi.ection
of lobe magnetic field ceases.
The poleward leap here signifies
a rapid tailward motion of the near-earth neutral line,
projected via field lines on the ionosphere.
As the neutral
line moves down the tail the plasma sheet expands behind it.
Drifts of the aurora and the electrojet to their pre-expansion
positi' s are a consequence of reestablishment of the quiet
time magnetic field configuration and of the magnetospheric
convection system.
Over the past 18 months, the various SANCGASS groups involved
in Upper Atmospheric Physics Research in Antarctica have held
a series of workshops to study a particular substorm.
This
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substorm had its onset at OOh39 UT on 27 July 1979.
Time does not allow detailed discussion of this substorm;
however we will mention some of the most pertinent and
interesting aspects of the Magnetic Observatory's
contribution to the data set.
The H, D and Z component
magnetic variations recorded at Sanae on the night of
26/27 July are plotted in Fig 8. The positive deflections
SNA
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Fig 8 The magnetic variations recorded
at Sanae on the night of 26/27
July 1979.

in H indicate that prior to local midnight Sanae was under
the influence of an eastward e l e c t r o j e t , while the negative
deflections after midnight are due to a westward e l e c t r c j e t .
SimilarJy, negative or positive deflection of Z suggest
that the electrojet was poleward or equatorward respectively
of Sanae for an eastward e l e c t r o j e t , or vice versa for a
westward electrojet.
The inferred electrojet directions
and locations are indicated by crosr-hatching in Fig 8.
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A Pi2 pulsation is an impulsive, damped oscillation in
the nightside magnetic field which occurs at the time of
substorm onset.
It is well known that a Pi2 serves as
a useful indicator of the exact time of substorm onset.
Low latitude Pi2's are especially useful for this purpose
since they generally have clearly defined onsets
(Sutcliffe, 1977).
The vertical lines at 0039 and 0222
indicate the times of onset of Pi2 pulsations at Hermanus,
and consequently, the times of onset of substorms.
The particular substorm selected for study by the Workshop
is the one with onset at 0039 UT on 27 July 1979.
The study of many all-sky-camera and DMSP satellite
photographs of the aurora have shown that the expansion
phase of a substorm begins with the sudden brightening
of an auroral arc in the midnight sector (Akasofu, 1976).
This brightened region expands polewards as the poleward
bulge and westwards as the westward travelling surge.
Recent observations have shown that the westward surge
is associated with an upward field aligned current at the
leading edge of the westward electrojet (Baumjohann et al,
1981).
The magnetic signature of the westward surge is
a positive spike in the D component (Rostoker et al, 1980).
In Fig 8 we see a positive spike in the D component at the
time of substorm onset.
Current systems proposed by
research workers to explain the positive D spike in the
Northern Hemisphere, suggest that the D spike should be
negative in the Southern Hemisphere.
This is clearly
not the case; we aTe presently investigating the
discrepancy.
We calculated the velocity of propagation
of the D spike from Sanae to Halley Bay and obtained a
westward velocity of 5,4 km/sec.
Compared with values
reported by other workers this value appears to be rather
high.
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A further noteworthy feature of the expansion phase seen
in Fig 8, was the rapid positive increase of Z following
the substorm onset.

This suggests a rapid poleward

motion of the westward electrojet.

In order to demonstrate

chis more clearly we assumed a simplistic model to compute
the electrojet intensity and location at one minute
intervals.

The resultant values, which were computed by

substituting the H and Z deflections into the Biot-Savart
law and assuming the electrojet to consist of an infinitely
long line current, are plotted in Fig 9.

This plot

demonstrates the rapid poleward motion of the westward
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Fig 9 The westward electrojet
current intensity and
location for the substorm of 27 July 1979.
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electrojet from the time of onset until 0101 UT, after
which time the electrojet drifted gradually equatorward,
to ultimately again lie overhead of Sanae.
We further
see that the current initially intensified significantly,
and then gradually decreased.
At Sanae proton aurora is monitored by measuring the
intensity of the hydrogen Balmer f? (HB) line using a
tilting filter type photometer (Eather and Reasoner, 1969).
Advantages of this technique are that it enables the weak
hydrogen emission to be separated from strong background
contamination arising from electron aurora and can detect
Doppler shifts in the emission wavelength.
The photometer
at Sanae scans the magnetic meridian from zenith angle 80
north to 80° south.
Auroral intensity detected by a ground based photometer
will differ from the true intensity at the emitting layer
due to atmospheric and geometric effects (Lambert, 1980).
The apparent brightness increases with increasing zenith
angle reaching a maximum of 2 to 3 times the true brightness
between 70° and 80° depending on various parameters (Fig 10).
In recent work (Lambert, 1980; Lambert and Sutcliffe, 1981)
we investigated and wrote computer programs to correct for
these effects.
The measured HB intensities for the substorm of 27 July were
corrected for these effects and the corrected values plotted
as intensity contours versus zenith angle and universal time
as shown in Fig 11.
Prior to the substorm onset the sky was
covered by diffuse proton aurora with a more intense band of
proton aurora twenty to thirty degrees above the equatorward
horizon.
Shortly following the substorm onset the H0
intensity of the band of proton aurora increased.
At the
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Fig 11

Contour plot of proton aurora intensity during
the substorm of 27 July 1979.
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same time the band of proton aurora moved very rapidly
polewards, crossed the zenith and stopped at a location
approximately 30 above the poleward horizon.
There
after, the band of proton aurora drifted gradually
equatorward to reach a location 30 -40 above the
equatorward horizon by the end of the substorm at
0220 UT.
Superposed on the contour plot is the location
of the electrojet as determined from the H and Z magnetic
component deflections and assuming the electrojet to be
an infinite line current.
We see that the region of
proton precipitation and the electrojet followed each
other fairly closely during the initial part of the
substorm.
At Sanae electron aurora is recorded photographically using
an all sky camera with a 180 field of view.
Pictures
are taken once per minute with an exposure time of 40 sees.
A selection of ASC pictures taken at various stages
through the substorm is shown in Figure 12.
A quiet arc
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Fig 12 A s e l e c t i o n of a l l sky camera
photographs of the e l e c t r o n
aurora for the suhstorm of
27 July 1979.
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poleward expansion following substorm onset and gradual
return of the auroral form to its position equatorward
of Sanae is clearly discernable.
Geomagnetic Pulsation Research
Geomagnetic pulsations are sma. 1 (0,002-0,2% amplitude)
ultra low frequency oscillations of the earth's magnetic
field; in period they range from approximately 0,2 - 600
seconds.
The universally adopted classification system
based on the division into period bands is shown in Table 1.
1

CLASSIFICATION
Notation

OF

GEOMAGNETIC

PULSATIONS

Period range, seconds

1
2
3
4
5

0,2 - 5
5-10
10 - 45
45 - 150
150 - 600

Pi 1
Pi 2

1-40
40 - 150

Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc

An example of a Pc3 and Pi2, the two types of pulsation
most commonly observed at Hermanus, are shown in Figure 14.
The simplest way in which to picture and understand these
oscillations is to make an analogy with the mechanical
vibrationsof a string, such as a harp or guitar string.
The frequency or period with which such a string vibrates,
is dependent on the length of the string and its mass per
unit length.
Geomagnetic pulsations can be thought of as
vibrations of the earth's magnetic field line».
Vhe
frequency of vibration is a function of the length of the
field line from the ionosphere in one hemisphere, to the
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Pi2

H

Pulsation

-VWvv^—
Pc 3 Pulsation

Fig 14

Examples of Che geomagnetic
pulsations most typically
observed at Hermanus.

ionosphere of the opposite hemisphere and of the plasma
density along the field line.
If a tuning fork is set into vibration near to a harp,
some of the harp strings will commence vibrating.
The string with the same natural frequency as that of
the tuning fork will oscillate with the largest amplitude
and in phase with the tuning fork.

Shorter and longer

strings adjacent to this string will oscillate with smaller
amplitude, and will lead or lag in phase as shown in Fig 15.
Correspondingly, oscillations in the solar wind, or plasma
instabilities within the magnetosphere can provide a driving
force like that of the tuning fork as illustrated in Figure 16.
One such instability is the so-called Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability, where the solar wind sets up waves on the
boundary of the magnetosphere in a manner analogous to
wind setting up waves on a water surface.

This driving
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AMPLITUDE

Fig 15

The amplitude (solid line) and
phase (dashed line) characteris
tics of an oscillation in crossing
a resonance.

SOLAR WIND

ACVfASAl IN SINSt
Of POLARIZATION
MAGNE10PAUSE

Fig 16

Schematic diagram showing how surface
waves on the magnetopause drive
pulsations on resonant geomagnetic
field lines.
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force will set the resonant geomagnetic field lines
i-:to vibration with similar amplitude and phase
characteristics as those for the harp strings.
Geomagnetic pulsations are in fact hydromagnetic waves,
that is, waves in a fluid of electrically charged
particles permeated by a magnetic field.
The study
of waves and instabilities (processes that cause waves
to grow by extracting energy from the particles) in
laboratory created and confined plasmas can be both
difficult and expensive.
The study of geomagnetic
pulsations can serve to replace some such laboratory
experiments with the earth's magnetosphere serving as a
large natural plasma laboratory.
The Magnetic Observatory is responsible for both recording
and carrying out research into geomagnetic pulsations.
At present research is concentrated on two particular
types of pulsations, namely, Pi2 pulsations and Pc3
pulsations.
Pi2 pulsations are impulsive, strongly damped pulsations
associated with magnetospheric substorms, and serve as a
useful indicator of the time of substorm onset.
In a
recent study (Sutcliffe, 1977) the relationship between
Pi2 occurrence at Hermanus and the onset of magnetic
substorm expansion phase at Sanae was investigated.
Some of the Pi2's observed at Hermanus are accompanied
by magnetic substorm activity at Sanae, while others have
no such associated activity.
The relationship found is
summarised in Fig 17 where the Pi2's have been grouped
according to K at the time of occurrence.
When K > 3
the majority of Pi2's were accompanied by magnetic
disturbances at Sanae; however, a few of the early evenin
+
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local midnight.
The main reason for the absence of substorm
activity at Sanae with Pi2 occurrence during times of low
K , is that the auroral oval has contracted well poleward
of Sanae.
In another study (Sutcliffe, 1979, 1980), the longitudinal
range over which Pi2 pulsations are propagated at low
latitudes was investigated.
This was found to vary from
a narrow ^ange of longitudes either side of the 23 L.T.
meridian in some cases to almost all longitudes around the
Earth in other cases.
An example of the latter is shown
in Fig 18 where all the substorms observed at the AE
observatories on 20 January 1976 were detected as Pi2

(•)

COMMON SCALE MAGNETOGHAMS
BV STATION DAY
20 JANUARY 1976
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Fig 18 Example of a day where (a) all substorms at AE
observatories were (b) detected by Pi2 pulsations
at Hermanus.
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pulsations at llcrmanus.
This is in strong contrast
to observations at the geostationary orbit where Pi 2's
are observed only at night and confined to a longitudinal
range of 50°-100° (La Quadra, 1981).
The most recent research on Pi2 pulsations (Sutcliffe,
1981a,b) has been a study of temporal variations in the
horizontal plane ellipticity of Pi2 pulsations recorded
at Hermanus.
There is a distinct decrease in ellipticity
from positive (right-handed polarization) to negative
(left-handed polarization) through the night (Fig 19).
This nocturnal decrease in ellipticity exhibits an annual
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Fig 19
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Nocturnal v a r i a t i o n of Pi2
p o l a r i s a t i o n e l l i p t i c i t y at
Hermanus.
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variation; the greatest decrease occurs during November
and the smallest during May.
These variations exhibit
trends similar to those in plasmaspheric electron density
and total ionospheric content, suggesting that they may
be controlled by the plasmasphere or underlying ionosphere.
It appears as if the nocturnal decrease in ellipticity
might be preceded and followed by increases, but these
variations are not statistically significant, due to the
small number of events observed at these local times.
Research on Pi2 pulsations in the nesr future will be aimed
at finding a definitive cause for the temporal changes in
polarisation ellipticity.
This work should aid in determining
the source of Pi2 pulsations, and how they propagate to low
latitudes.
Pc3 pulsations are continuous, quasi-sinusoidal pulsations
with a wave packet like structure.
Fig 20 illustrates some
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of the techniques which Observatory staff (Smits and
Sutcliffe, 1981) have used to analyse the spectral
and wave packet structure of Pc3 pulsations.
The
lower curve shows the H component of a Pc3 pulsation
consisting of three distinct wave packets.
The maximum
entropy dynamic spectrum at the top shows how the spectral
structure changes with time.
In the centre are plotted
the complex demodulates.
The solid curve represents the
phase of the wave and the dashed curve the amplitude.
The 'phase skip' between the first and second packets is
clearly visible.
In future we plan to set up E-W chains
of pulsation magnetometers to assist in determining the
cause of the wave packet structure and of the phase skips
in Pc3 pulsations.
Data from an E-W chain will also be
used to determine the azimuthal direction and velocity of
wave propagation as well as the azimuthal wave numbers
at low latitudes.
Recently a study (Smits, 1982) was made of the effect of
solar wind parameters en pulsation activity.
A correlation
between the radial component of the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) and pulsation activity at Hermanus has been found
as shown in Fig 21.
However, polarisation studies do not
support the idea of the disturbance having propagated
through the magnetosphere from the magnetopause to cause
a half-wave standing wave resonance close to Hermanus.
It is possible that some Pc3 pulsations may be caused by
plasma instabilities in the inner magnetosphere coupling
to Alfvén waves which set up standing waves on field lines.
In order to investigate these problems, observations along
a magnetic meridian and at a conjugate point are necessary.
Such projects are planned for the future.
Fig 22 shows the
locations of four pulsation magnetometers which were recently
set up along a magnetic meridian in Southern Africa.
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Fig 21

Correlation between the radial
component of the IMF and geo
magnetic pulsation activity.

Solar Quiet Day Studies
On geomagnetically quiet days when convection driven magnetospheric and ionospheric currents are either weak or remain at
constant levels, a regular variation with a periodicity of
on? solar day dominates the geomagnetic field at ground stations.
This variation, called Sq, originates from the dynamo action
of the wind system in the ionosphere (Matsushita, 1967).
An idealised equivalent ionospheric current system for Sq is
shown in Fig 23.
Note that t.ie Sq current vortices lie in
the dayside hemisphere and are centred around the local noon
meridian at dip latitudes of about * 35 . The flow is anti-
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Fig 22 Map of Southern Africa showing
locations of four pulsation
magnetometers recently operated
along a magnetic meridian.

clockwise and clockwise in the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres respectively.
Also shown in Fig 23 are the
various component variations of Sq at different latitudes.
The Sq variation has been found to vary with season and sun
spot number (Matsushita, 1967).
Research at the Magnetic Observatory over the past two years
has been concentrated on investigating the dependence of the
Sq variation on the secular variation of the main geomagnetic
field.
Since the main magnetic field has changed almost
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Fig 23

Schematic idealised Sq current system
and the various geomagnetic component
variations of Sq at different latitudes.

linearly with time over the past fourty years at Hermanus,
a study of the dependence of Sq harmonics on time by
implication gives information on the dependence of Sq
on the secular variation.
It has been found that the
Sq variation pattern at Hermanus shows a statistically
significant dependence on the intensity of the main field
as shown in Fig 24.
The set of curves on the left show
how the solar quiet day magnetic variation has changed
from 1941 (solid line) to 1981 (broken line).
Each pair
of curves represent data for one month with ME and SE
denoting the March and September equinoxes and JS and DS
the June and December solstices.
In the set of curves
on the right the differences between the curves on the
left have been plotted (1981 curve - 1941 curve) on an
expanded vertical scale and with each curve representing
two weeks of the year.
Positive differences have been
shaded to emphasise the consistent effect seen after local
noon.
This effect is ascribed to the secular variation
of the main magnetic field.
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Modelling of the Magnetic Held
An important routine duty of the Magnetic Observatory
is the preparation of charts oi" the magnetic field
components for the Southern Africa region.
The data
required for this work are obtained from regular fiveyearly field surveys of the magnetic field in this
region, during which observations are made at 60 repeat
stations by staff of the Observatory (Fig 25).
The results of observations obtained during a field
survey are corrected for time dependent variations of
the magnetic field such as magnetic storms, quiet day
variations and secular variation.
The corrected values
are then used to derive a mathematical model of the
positional variation of the magnetic field in Southern
Africa.
The model at present in use, is of the form:
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Dependence of Sq variation on the geomagnetic
secular variation at Hermanus.
"ee text for
explanation.

LT

M = A + BX
where:

2

+ CXY + DY

2

+ EX • FY

M is the magnetic field
component of interest,
e.g. the Horizontal
Intensity, Vertical
Intensity or Declination.
X and Y are the geographic
latitude and longitude.
The coefficients A, B, C,
D, E and F are calculated
from the corrected field
observations.
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Fig 25 Map of Southern Africa showing the locations of
secular variation field stations.
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This mathematical model, called the Hermanus model here,
is then used to caK'-ilate the isogonals for plotting
on standard maps.
The maps find general use as reference
maps for geological exploration and for navigational
purposes.
In addition, the field survey data are
integrated with similar data from other countries,
satellite data and airborne survey data in ordeT to
derive a mathematical model of the global magnetic field.
The field survey programme of the Magnetic Observatory
enjoys international recognition for the high standard
that is maintained; nevertheless it is important that
no opportunity to improve on it be disregarded.
The
recent availability of magnetic field data from the MAGSAT
satellite provides the opportunity to critically evaluate
the field survey results.
A research project was conse
quently initiated to compare the MAGSAT data with the
South African field survey results.
In the first part
of this project the Hermanus magnetic field model was
compared with the global mathematical model derived from
the MAGSAT data (the MAGSAT model) as shown in Figure 26.
HERMANUS

MoMI

MAGSAT Modfl

Fig 26

Comparison of the Hermanus magnetic field model and MAGSAT
model for the D, H and Z components over Southern Africa.

It is clear that the two models provide similar patterns
of the isogonals over Southern Africa.
When the differences between the two models are plotted,
however, some interesting additional information becomes
evident.
The largest differences in the models for the
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Fig 27
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Differences between the Hermanus
model and MAGSAT model of the
geomagnetic H component over
Southern Africa.

magnetic horizontal i n t e n s i t y (Figure 27) are obtained
in the south-eastern p a r t of the a r e a , t h a t i s where
the Hermanus model is extrapolated over the ocean.
A s i m i l a r r e s u l t is found for the difference between
the v e r t i c a l i n t e n s i t y models (Figure 28).
These
r e s u l t s may be compared with the MAGSAT anomaly map
(Figure 29) where the MAGSAT model of the main f i e l d was
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subtracted from the actual MAGSAT data, thus providing
information on the crustal magnetic anomalies.
It is
evident from this map that a large magnetic anomaly
Dillaianca. <MAGSAT M o d e l - HERMAMUS Modal)
Vortical

Manally

(Z)

Fig 28 Same as Fig 27 for Z component.
exists south-^ast of South Africa.
The results seen in
the previous figures therefore suggest that the Hermanus
model cannot be extrapolated successfully over these ocean
areas.
Large differences between the MAGSAT and Hermanus models are,
however, also found in the interior of the country.
In fact
the largest differences between the declination models are
found over the north-eastern part of the area (Fig 30).
These large differences, however, require further investigation
before final conclusions can be made.
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As the derivation of a global mathematical mc
from the
MAGSAT data leads to a certain degree of smoothing of the
results, it is possible that the actual MAGSAT observations
may provide a better comparison with the South African data.
The actual MAGSAT data will therefore also be used in further
investigations.
This may lead to an improvement of the
Hermanus model, as the MAGSAT observations were made on a
more closely spaced grid than the field survey observations.
The field stations are on the average about 200 Km apart,
whereas the MAGSAT data are available for intervals of
about 25 Km.
It may therefore be possible to use the
MAGSAT data to identify field survey stations that are
located in magnetically anomalous areas in Southern Africa.
The Magneto-Telluric Geophysical Exploration Technique
Towards the end of IPJO the Magnetic Observatory was requested
by its Scientific Advisory Committee to investigate the
feasibility of commencing a programme of telluric current
observations.
A magneto-telluric project was consequently
commenced with the prime aim of developing a local expertise
in the use of this method as a geological exploration
technique.
Whereas the investigation of transient variations of the
earth's magnetic field forms the major part of the basic
research programme of the Observatory, the magneto-telluric
project uses these transient variations to probe the crust
of the earth.
Variations in the earth's magnetic field
induce electric currents in the crust of the earth, the
intensity of which depends on the electric resistivity
of the crustal material.
If one knows the magnitude of
the inducing magnetic field and the intensity of the induced
currents, it is possible to derive the electrical resistivity
of the crustal material in which the currents flow.
Further
more, the lower the frequency of the magnetic variations,
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the deeper one looks into the earth.

Thus, by recording

the magnetic field and telluric current variations at
different frequencies it is possible to determine the
resistivity and depth of layers of different material
in the earth's crust.
In practice one sets up a magnetometer and two pairs of
telluric electric field sensors at a field site and then
waits for magnetic disturbances (Fig 3 1 ) .

TELLUKIC
AND

Fig 31
.

Some examples

RECORDING SYSTEM
MAGNETOMETER

Schematic diagram of a magnetotelluric field station.

of magnetic field variations and the associated telluric
I

electric field variations recorded at Hermanus are shown
in Figure 32.
For an institution like the Magnetic Observatory with a

I

proven experience of recording of the magnetic field this

•

is the easy part.

The real difficulties arise when the

f

survey data have to be interpreted.

I

horizontal layered crustal structure one proceeds as
follows;

I

(Fig 33).

In the case of a

The field data are filtered to eliminate
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Examples of magnetic field variations and the
associated telluric electric field variations
recorded at Hermanus for (a) a magnetic storm
and (b) Pc3 pulsations.
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noise and then a power spectral density analysis is carried
out to determine the power of the signal at various
frequencies.
The apparent resistivity of the earth at
a particular frequency can then be determined from the
relation:
p = 0,2 T ( / )
E

a

where:

2

H

T is the period of the signal
E is the telluric field
H is Lhe magnetic field

If this is done at a number of frequencies one obtains the
so-called field sounding curve.
An inspection of this
curve gives information on the number of layers present
and also makes it possible to make a reasonable guess
of the relative resistivity of the layers.
Using this
guess one then defines a theoretical field model and
calculates its response curve.
If this curve does not
match the actual field curve, the parameters are altered
and a new response curve is calculated.
This process is
repeated until a satisfactory match is achieved between
the field curve and the response curve of the theoretical
model.
At this point the parameters of the theoretical model
will be the same as those of the earth's crust at the
survey site.
If the crust is not horizontally layered but contains lateral
heterogeneities (e.£. .intrusions), the problem becomes much
more complex.
Analytical methods are no longer successful
and numerical methods such as the finite difference and
finite element methods must be used.
It is this aspect
of the magneto-telluric technique that still requires
a major research effort.
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The magneto-telluric sounding project of the Magnetic
Observatory has now reached the point where the
development of recording equipment is nearly complete
and computer programmes for the interpretation of
soundings from areas with layered crustal structures
have been developed.
It is anticipated that actual
field surveys will commence in the near future.
Once
such field data are available the next phase of the
project, namely the development of interpretation
methods for complex crustal structures, will be tackled.
Conclusion
The earth's magnetosphere forms a large cavity in the
solar wind in which a variety of complex magnetohydrodynamic processes occur.
It thus serves as a natural
laboratory in which many plasma instabilities and waveparticle interactions can be studied.
The Magnetic
Observatory's basic research programs are aimed at
investigating a few of the many dynamic processes
occurring in this massive laboratory; these studies
concentrate on magnetospheric substorms, geomagnetic
pulsations and Sq variations.
e

The Magnetic Observatory al o has programs of applied
research which concentrate on improved geomagnetic
field modelling and magneto-telluric sounding.
The
objectives of these programs are to gain a better knowledge
of the surface magnetic field and geological structure.
These are of particular importance for mineral exploration
in Southern Africa.
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INTRODUCTION

The modern era of understanding of the near-space environment of the earth
can be regarded as having begun with the International Polar Year, one
hundred years ago.

The breakthrough achieved at that time was the

recognition that, in order to understand global problems in geophysics, it
is necessary to have collaboration between research groups using many
different kinds of data, and located all over the world.

International

collaboration in geophysics began at that time, and has been of enormous
value.

The establishment of the Hermanus Observatory coincided with the second
International Polar Year fifty years ago.

The Observatory is a symbol of

fruitful national and international collaboration, and I am very happy to
be participating in the celebration of this fiftieth anniversary.

The

Department of Physics of the University of Natal has been carrying out
work in related fields for almost as long.

This paper will give a

historical outline of this work as well as a summary of some of the research
programmes which are being actively pursued.

MAINLY

HISTORICAL

1938 to 1959 : Lightning

As in many other institutions in South Africa, the influence of Sir Basil
Schonland was of great importance in bringing to the attention of South
African physicists the inherent interest of geophysical problems.
D.B. Hodges, then heading the Durban Physics Department, and W.E. Phillips,
Head of the Department of Electrical Engineering, and later Vice Principal
of the University, collaborated with Schonland in his classic series of
(1 2 3)
papers on the nature of lightning.
* '
Some of the original equipment
used in this study, including a splendid Boys' Camera, is on display in the
Department of Physics.
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The outbreak of World War II severely curtailed research activity for a
decade and it was only at the beginning of the fifties that members of the
Department were able to find time to escape the demands of the recently
demobilized students and again participate actively in research.

It was

at this time that N.D. Clarence joined the group and initially participated
in the research on Lightning which continued through the decade.

* **

The end of the decade was marked by the next great international colla
borative year - the I.G.Y.

This gave the impetus for a broadening from

the study of lightning to the study of radio atmospherics, particularly
whistlers.

I960 - 1969 ; Whistlers

During the I.G.Y. workers in the Department developed, under the leadership
of Clarence with C.A. Schoute-Vanneck (afterwards head of the Department of
Physics at University of Durban-Westville), a series of experiments on the
nature of radio atmospherics, particularly whistlers.
in a series of papers

These were reported

which appeared throughout the decade.

The

group participated in the IQSY and it was a particularly fruitful period
for training of students through the higher degree programme
It is noteworthy that roughly the same number of students were awarded higher
degrees in the sixties as in the seventies, although the group has increased
dramatically in size and activity over this period.

This is a reflection

of falling numbers of senior students in the physical sciences, a nation
wide trend.

One of the M.Sc. degrees granted at this time was to M.S. Kuir, who was
afterwards to make a substantial contribution in developing the programme
in atmospheric electricity.

1970 - 1982 ; The magnetosphere

At Che beginning of Che seventies Che group was poised Co spread its interests
more widely.
fast.

South African Universities were better funded, and had grown

Universities encouraged staff more strongly Co do research.

Clarence
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was able to make several appointments to the Department, who were abl» to
broaden the scope of the work.

These included A.D.M. Walker (now Head

of Department), M.U.J. Scourfield (now Professor of Experimental Physics),
and M.D. Barker.

Walker brought a background of work in radio propagation

theory (particularly whistler propagation), Scourfield had been involved in
pioneering work in Canada, in which low light-level television systems were
used to study aurora, and Barker worked with Clarence in developing a
programme to study geomagnetic pulsations.

The move into a wide range of

magnetospheric problems had begun.

At the beginning of 1975 Prof Clarence left the Department to become firstly
Vice-Principal and then Principal of the University.

New appointments made

during the decade included A.R.W. Hughes, who came from Sheffield with a
background in VLF work, and J.P.S. Rash who had worked on ionospheric
problems at Rhodes University.

A permanent post of Antarctic Research

Officer was filled first by A.C. Woods and later by P.A. Wakerley.

The research programmes in the seventies were dominated by the Antarctic
programme.

The location of the South African base made Sanae a very

attractive site for studying a wide variety of experimental phenomena.
Collaborative work became very important, between experimenters in the
group, and with other groups in South Africa and abroad.

The nature of geophysical work demands the application of a wide variety of
techniques - far wider than can be offered by a single group.
of a single group are its own data sets and expertise.

The resources

It is with these

that it can collaborate with other groups on an exchange basis.

The experi

mental programmes of the group provide data sets which are of wide interest
and which themselves bring contact with other groups, and access to other
sets of data.

There has been over the decade close collaboration with

groups at the University of Sheffield, British Antarctic Survey, Stanford
University, Max Planck Institut fOr Aeronomie, The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics laboratory. Bell Telephone Laboratory and last, but not least,
the Magnetic Observatory, Hermanus.

Some of the results of this work are

listed in the papers and theses published since 1970

< 1 4

"

5 7

' * "

™

x i )

.

Details of these research programmes and some current problems of interest
follow.
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THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

Whistlers and VLF

Since 1969 a broad band vlf receiver has been operated at Sanae and since
1976 satellite telemetry for VLF data from ISIS 1 and 2 has been operated,
first from Sanae and then from Durban.

The interest is no

longer in the nature of whistlers, but in their use as a magnetospherLc
diagnostic.

Figure 1 shows a typical whistler spectogram from Sanae.

This originates as a broad band impulse in the opposite hemisphere which
is strongly dispersed as it is propagated.

The audio data have been

spectrum analyzed every 10 ms and the resulting spectra plotted as a
function of time.

There are a number of traces, each corresponding to

propagation in a different magnetic field-aligned duct.

From the

characteristics of each trace the magnetic shell on which the whistler has
been propagated can be identified, and the equatorial electron density can
also be deduced.

Other types of vlf noise, particularly from above the

ionosphere, can also be used for magnetospheric diagnostics (Figure 2 ) .

Low-light level TV

The advantage of TV over £-\ all-sky camera for studying aurora is its
temporal resolution (0.04s as against 60s).

This means that it is of

vital importance in studying the dynamic behaviour of aurora.

Over the

last decade a large data set of auroral events at Sanae has been built up.

Geomagnetic pulsations

For a number of years observations of pulsation events have been made at
Sanae (Figure 3 ) .

The existing magnetometers are now obsolete and will

eventually be replaced by the Hermanus instruments.

Co-ordinated observations

At all times the emphasis has been on co-ordinated observations with
instrumentation from all Sanae groups as well as workers at Halley and Siple
making simultaneous observations.

This means that the data set which has

been built up is extremely valuable.
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CURRENT WORK

The Magnetosphere

The magnetosphere is the region in which physical processes are dominated
by the earth's magnetic field.

The solar wind, impinging on the earth's

magnetic field, interacts with it in such a way as to carve out a large
cavity surrounding the earth.
regions;

The result is to divide space into three

that for which the magnetic field lines have both feet on the

ground, that for which they have one foot on the ground, and one for which
they are not connected to the ground.

The first and second regions form

the magnetosphere and the third is interplanetary space.

Various physical

processes ensure that the plasma populations have very different properties
different parts of the magnetosphere, and it can be divided into
numerous regions according to these properties.

During the sixties

and early seventies this structure was established by numerous workers
all over the world.

Current interest is on dynamic processes taking place

in this structure and on the energy budget of the system.

The regions which we mention in the work described below are:

(i)

The plasmasphere, a region of enhanced plasma density extending to
about 60° invariant latitude, in which cold plasma essentially corotates with the earth.

It is bounded by the plasmapause.

(ii) The plasmatrough, a region in the upper ionosphere in which the plasma
density drops off and which maps up along the field lines to the region
just outside the plasmapause.

(iii) The plasma sheet, a large sheet of plasma in the magnetotail, which
maps down to the auroral oval.

(iv) The unnamed region between the plasmapause and the magnetopause.

(v)

The low latitude boundary region, just inside the magnetopause, forming
* region of shear between the magnetoaheath and the magnetosphere.
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In the following section we highlight some recent activity of the group.

Plasma convection in the plasmasphere

The plasma in the plasmasphere does not exactly co-rotate with the earth.
As conditions in the magnetosphere change it drifts inwards and outwards
under the influence of an electric field which ultimately arises from the
solar wind dynamo.

As the solar wind flows past the magnetosphere it

drags plasma and the associated magnetic field lines back into the magneto
tail.

Ultimately, in the steady state these "frozen-in" field lines are

convected back along the tail towards the earth where their motion is
affected by the earth's rotation.

Other frozen-in field lines remain

inside the plasmasphere but their motion is affected by the general con
vection patterns.
( oo

Whistlers have been used to study these motions

i£ / 1 ^

'

'

Figure 4 shows an example of such a study at a time during which the magneto
sphere was settling down to quiet conditions after a period of magnetic
activities.

Each set of connected points on the diagram represents success

ive positions in L-value (the number of earth radii at which a field line
cuts the equatorial plane).

The interesting double bulge will be noted.

From such data the plasmaspheric east-west electric field can be deduced.

The position and motion of auroral features

Whistlers allow the determination of the position of the plasmapause.
Auroral radar data allow determination of the position of auroral features.
Intercomparison of data allows the relative position of these boundaries to
(28 33)
be established
'
.
Figure 5 shows an occasion on which the diffuse
aurora lay equatorwards of the plasmapause, indicating that the ring current
region has penetrated the plasmasphere.

More recently Scourfield has operated the auroral TV system in northern
Scandinavia in the same region as that observed by the Stare auroral
radar

.

This has allowed the observation of the spatial and temporal
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structure of ionospheric electric fields to be compared with auroral
structure.

A detailed study of the Harang discontinuity in the electrojet

currents, and its analogue, has been carried out.

In addition the drift

of auroral arcs has been compared with the plasma drifts observed by Stare
(to be published) and found to follow them closely (Figure 6 ) .

Geomagnetic Pulsations

Barker

(31)

has studied pulsations occurring at Sanae and these have been
(32)
intercompared with those obtained at Siple
to establish their azimuthal

characteristics.

More recently, in a series of experimental and theoretical papers
'

'

(40 44 46
' ' '

Walker in collaboration with co-workers in West Germany, U.S.A.

and U.K. has established the nature of one class of Pc 5 pulsations using
the Stare auroral radar data.

Figure 7 shows an example of a theoretical

prediction of the structure of the Pc 5 resonance region in the ionosphere,
compared with that observed by Stare.

Another type of Pr. 5 pulsation has also been studied using Stare and Geos 2
data

'

.

The importance of the low-latitude boundary layer has been

studied theoretically.

Use of VLF data in measuring plasma properties

Hughes has been concerned with the use of VLF data, particularly satellite
data

'

.

A recent interesting study

makes use of lower hybrid

resonance noise (Figure 8) observed by the ISIS satellites.
plasma density at the satellite can be established.
can be used to find the equatorial plasma density.

From this the

The whistler technique
This latter technique

involves a plasma distribution model with temperature as a parameter.

The

whistler data, with assumed temperature, is used to predict the density at
the satellite altitude.

Comparison of this prediction with observation

allows a better temperature estimate to be made.

By successive approxi

mations the value of equatorial plasma density is refined and the temperature
established.

i
Atmospheric electricity

I

An important series of investigations has been carried out by Muir and
(14,15,21,27,34,38,41-43,49,53)
_.
,
, _
. .
co-workers
» » » » » »
* * ' on the nature of atmospheric
electricity.
Results include the relating of a sunrise effect in the

1

potential gradient near the ground to ionospheric processes suggesting
that the ionosphere may be important in closing the global circuit.

I

This

work was also involved in the field of sun-weather relationships and a
mechanism has been proposed which may help us to understand the link.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Substorm studies

A most encouraging development in the study of magnetospheric physics in
South Africa has been the series of workshops which has brought together
observations of all the groups to provide a coherent and extensive case
study of a magnetospheric substorm.

This work has not yet been published,

but when it is, it will be an outstanding example of intergroup scientific
collaboration.

CONCLUSION

The study of the magnetosphere is a field in which national and inter
national co-operation is of vital importance.

Although South Africa has

relatively small resources, it can play an important part in this study.
There are two major reasons for this.

One is that it is important to

have ground observations from a global network of stations of which Sanae
and South African stations form an important part.

The other is the

resource of expert workers in the field which has been built up.

I
I
I

The

level of activity in the country is sufficient to maintain an interested
and able community of scientists who can interact with each other and make
an important contribution to international science.
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REVIEW:

by J A Gledhill

In a sense it may be said that upper atmosphere research at Rhodes began in 19C5
with the appointment of Alexander Ogg as Professor of Physics.
and dip circle he bought are still in the department.

The Kew Magnetometer

It is fitting to recall these

small beginnings on this fiftieth anniversary of the founding of this Magnetic
Observatory by Ogg in 1932.
Interest in the ionosphere itself began at Rhodes at the beginning of September 1940,
when Michael Szendrei and I were invited to join, as equipment operators, the
Harvard University expedition to Queenstown to observe the ionospheric effects of
the total solar eclipse of 1 October of that year.

Our exciting experiences

under the leadership of J A Pierce led us to take up the study of the ionosphere
as our joint research interest at Rhodes.

I was at the time an Assistant Lecturer

in Chemistry and I regarded this research in the Physics Department as a way of
learning more about electronics, which I saw as a most promising discipline to
apply to chemical problems.

This work later came to fruition when I was able to

apply pulse techniques to measure the small increase in conductivity of solutions
of electrolytes at high field strengths, so earning a Ph.D in chemistry at
Yale University.

But that is another story.

Mike Szendrei and I set to wor!; to build a hand-operated pulse transmitter, receiver
and recording apparatus, learning as we went how to modify conventional circuits
to handle short pulses.

We recorded our first ionogram in 1944 and our first
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publication, reporting observations of the ionospheric effects of the solar eclipse
of 14 January 1945, appeared in the Transactions of the Royal Society of South
Africa two years later (Gledhill and Szendrei , 1947).
Over the months November 1945 - February 1946 we made a recording every hour on
alternate days (taking the intervening ones to recover!) and then we sat down
to analyse the ionograms.

We were one of the first groups in the world to use

real heights instead of virtual ones in dealing with such a large data set.
Virtual heights can be read straight from ionograms, since they are calculated on
the assumption that the radio waves have travelled at the speed of light in vacuo
all the way to the reflection height and back.

In fact the radio pulses travel at

the group velocity, which is less than the speed of light inside the
ionospheric plasma, by an amount that depends in a rather complex way
on the electron density, the radio wave frequency and the strength and direction
of the geomagnetic field.

Nowadays we can make allowance for this in a few

seconds of computer time, but in those days there were no compters.

We used a

method due to Booker and Seaton, which replaced the actual ionospheric layers
by parabolic models and so enabled us to get an approximation to the true
height which, if poor by modern standards, was at least a lot better than the
uncorrected virtual heights then in common use.
One of the first things that struck us about our results was the great thickness
of the F-layer.

From the maximum to the point where the electron density had

decreased to 30% of its maximum value was typically 50 km or more.

This

suggested that the atmospheric temperatures there must be very high, so we set
out to develop a theory, from which we might be able to estimate these temperatures.
The only theory of ionospheric layer formation then available was that due to
Sydney Chapman, published in 1928, which assumed a constant temperature throughout
the ionosphere.

After many days of trying to develop a more general theory,

Szendrei and I discovered that it was possible to integrate the equations with
a linear temperature gradient in the neutral atmospheric model.

So we calculated

the first theoretical curves for the ionization rates and electron densities
in such an atmosphere.

It was then possible to estimate the temperature gradients

from our experimental results and so to calculate the temperatures at F region
heights, making reasonable assumptions about the values lower down.

When the time came to interpret our results, we recalled that there was a
good correlation between magnetic 3-hour range indices and ionospheric
disturbances.

We therefore wrote to Alexander Ogg at Hermanus, asking

him to let us have K-indices for the period under study.

In his reply,

we could almost see his admonitory finger pointed at us as he said "you
must realise that you are not dealing here with a laboratory-controlled
experiment, but with a natural phenomenon for which even the number of
contributory causes is not known".

We were so impressed by this that we

included it verbatim in our thesis.

The results of our work were submitted for the Ph.D degree in an unusual
form, our joint thesis containing Part 1, written by both of us together, Part 2,
in which Mike Szendrei extended the theory to the sunrise and sunset periods, and
Part 3, in which I discussed the consequences for atmospheric chemistry or, as
it would now be called, aeronomy.

The external examiner, Sir Edward Appleton,

kindly recommended the award of the Ph.D degree in Physics to each of us.

Our paper in the Proceedings of the Physical Society (Gledhill and Szendrei, 1950
aroused much interest.

We were the third people, as far as I am aware, to

state in print that the mean temperatures at 300 km would be of the order of
1300 K, the other two being Appleton himself and D F Martyn and 0 0 Pulley in
Australia.

Our figure lies right in the middle of the modern estimates derived

from rocket and satellite data.

The agreement is, in a sense, fortuitous.

We were completely neglecting diffusion and atmospheric wind effects and our
model of ionic recombination was far too simple.

But that is the way science
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makes progress. One should never shrink from publishing new results because of
the uncertainties involved. They will be cleared up later and the paper will have
fulfilled one of the main aims of scientific publication - to stimulate dis
cussion, criticism and further work. Would that all referees subscribed to the
same philosophy
'.
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Some time after our paper appeared J.V. Evans wrote from Jodrell Bank to say that
ours was the only model that agreed with his discovery, made by bouncing radio
waves back from the moon, that there must be about twice as much plasma above
the maximum of the F layer as there was below it. Again, the agreement was
fortuitous but the fundamental reason was right. John Evans has remained a
friend since those early days. Another is the rather shy Japanese ionospheric
theorist, T. Yonezawa, who confessed to me at the end of a long and noisy lunch
table at Cuzco, in Peru, that he had spent some long but fruitful hours studying
our paper soon after it appeared. Sydney Chapman's reaction was more enigmatic:
"Why did you choose to write such a mathematical paper?" he said. But these were
the beginnings of friendships that continued through the years.
During the period 1947 - 1954 I was a physical chemist pursuing my aim of applying
electronics to chemistry with some results which are not appropriate to the
present theme. In 1954, however, I accepted the chair of Physics at Rhodes,
mainly on the grounds that there were so many exciting problems to be investigated
in the ionosphere, but also because of a conviction that physics is cleaner than
chemistry! By that time, Mike Szendrei and others had got far with the design
and construction of an automatic ionosonde, which did not actually require the
unfortunate investigator to sit in front of it every hour, turn the transmitter
dial with his left hand and the receiver with his right, putting on height
calibration marks at each megahertz with his foot, while staring at the cathode
ray oscilloscope screen the whole time. The circuit was based on the double
heterodyne principle developed by Trevor Wadley at the recently-established
National Institute for Telecommunicttions Research of the CSIR, headed by
Dr F.J. Hewitt.
When I was a chemistry student at Yale, my research director Prof. Herbert S. Harned,
once said to me "There isn't much humor • in science. It's up to you to put it there".
As some of you will know, I have tried to live up to his dictum. So I make
no apology for telling the following story. While Wadley was developing his
new ionosphere sounder, it was referred to on one occasion in an Afrikaans report
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as the "ysterbal klanker" - an error which, let me hasten to say, was corrected
immediately. The tale leaked out among the select ionospheric community, however,
and the Rhodes manual instrument quickly became the "ysterbal". When the automatic
version had been completed and tested, a notice mysteriously appeared on its front
panel showing overripe tomatoes falling on to an iron sphere, with the title
"Ou tamaties se ysterbal klanker". It took one of my colleagues a full 24 hours
to see the point!
The new automatic ionosonde was used to investigate the effects of the annular
solar eclipse of Christmas day, 1954 and several papers were published by Szendrei
and Michael McElhinny, the latter earning his Ph.D. for this work. Nevertheless,
the investigation of the effects of solar eclipses on the ionosphere has never
fulfilled its obvious promise as a way of determining the exact role of solar
ultraviolet radiation in the production of the ionospheric layers. The
aeronomy is too complicated for it to be possible to make a reliable analysis of
the changes that take place during the relatively short time of the eclipse.
Now that we know much more about the physics and chemistry of the upper atmosphere,
it is perhaps time to look again at the eclipse observations that have been
made in so many places.
With the advent of the I G Y in 1956/7 the automatic ysterbal was thoroughly
renovated and partly rebuilt. The course of research, however, does not always
run smooth. With the greatly increased absorption in the D-region that accompanied
the maximum solar activity of the I 6 Y, the power of the transmitter proved to
be inadequate to give gocl ionograms, while the greatly increased number of radio
stations at short wave frequencies gave such a large background that the night
time ionograms were often useless. Thus the contribution of the Rhodes group to
the I G Y was rather a tame and unworthy one and remained so, despite valiant
efforts to save the day by redesigning the transmitter. Nevertheless, monthly
reports were submitted to International Data Centres and some at least were found
useful by workers in several countries.
Mainly as a result of the puzzling effects observed during the 1954 eclipse, and
thost observed by other groups during other eclipses, there was a period during
which the efforts of the Rhodes group were directed to the prediction from
relatively simple theory of the effects of eclipses. In this way, A.D.M. Walker
showed that it was quite possible for a "valley" to *orm between the different
layers, producing completely spurious effects if the ionograms were interpreted
in the standard way, which assumed a monotonic increase of ionization density
with height. This work was singled out for special comment in the 3-year review
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of radio science at the URSI General Assembly in London in 1960 and earned Dave Walker
his M.Sc. Similar work, leading to an explanation of the appearance of a layer
between the F1 and F2 layers after the eclipse maximum, the so-called F1''slayer
earned the master's degree for Gerhard de Jager.
The work of the group was translated to a much better basis after the signing of
the Antarctic Treaty by South Africa in 1959. This required the signatories to
maintain some scientific effort in the Antarctic and, as a consequence, we were
approached to undertake ionospheric work at Sanae. Borrowing a Cossor Ionosonde of
I G Y vintage from the National Institute for Telecommunications Research, and
giving a hasty training to our first Antarctic Ionosphericist, Duncan Baker, we
took our first ionograms at Sanae in May 1962 and have continued to do so ever
since, with varying degrees of success. The Cossor ionosonde performed valiantly
through the 1960's, sometimes being rescued from apparent death by the ingenuity
of the team members, sometimes being rebuilt in part when components were unobtainable.
At that time we became aware of the existence of the South Atlantic Anomaly, as
a result of the publication by Ginzburg and Vernov and their collaborators in
the U S S R of maps showing the precipitation of electrons into the upper
atmosphere over the South Atlantic. These measurements had been made by
instruments on board er.rly Russian Sputniks.
It was obvious that the precipitation of these particles might produce some very
interesting and unusual effects in the upper atmosphere there. Using measurements
of particle fluxes made by B.J. O'Brien from the satellite Injun 1, H.O. van Rooyen
and I calculated that there should be visible aurora in the region concerned every
night, and a nighttime E-layer with a critical frequency greater than 2 MHz.
Full of enthusiasm, we started to plan ways and means of going to this relatively
inaccessible region to measure these startling effects. Our paper in Nature
(Gledhill and van Rooyen, 1962) is still quoted by the unwary. In fact, the
particle detectors of those days were susceptible to the high-energy particles of
the Van Allen radiation belts, which penetrated the spacecraft and the detectors
from ail directions and produced spurious estimates of the particle fluxes that
were too high by factors of 1000 and more. Eventually it became evident that
some very careful work would be necessary to make reliable estimates of fluxes of
particles and their aeronomic effects. It was only in 1980, after the much more
sophisticated satellite Atmosphere Explorer - C had been specially switched on
while passing through the Anomaly during a four-year period, that I was able
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to publish, with R.A. Hoffman of Goddard Space Flight Center, a map of energy
input to the upper atmosphere from this source and examples of the energy
spectra. We found only electrons, and in relatively small fluxes. We are
still working on the aeronomic effects, which are near the limits of
detectability, and are planning to go there on the S A Agulhas next year
(July, 1983) to make some definitive measurements at last (Project ISAAC).
Nevertheless, D.G. Torr was able to use the early ionograms from Sanae to show that
there was a one-to-one correspondence between ionospheric disturbances there and
high particle fluxes, of electrons with energies above 40 keV, observed by the
Canadian satellite Alouette 1, and this work was extended by Marsha Harding,
now Marsha Torr. (Gledhill, Torr and Torr, 1967).
With the role of precipitatec particles as ionizing agents thus reasonably
established, the Torrs pursued this subject energetically, first at Rhodes, where
they both obtained their Ph. D's, then at the NITR and now in the U S A. Several
other research students found significant effects, for instance in the E-region at
Argentine Islands when compared with Alouette 1 fluxes, and more recently at
Gough Island, where R. Haggard found a contribution to the E-layer that very closely
agreed with that estimated from the AE-C map, during a 21-day stay there. All
seems now set for an intensive effort, the International South Atlantic Anomaly
Campaign, ISAAC, during the winter of 1983. So far representatives of seven
countries have expressed interest in taking simultaneous observations, either
from the ship of from ground-based locations. At present we are looking for
cooperation from groups operating satellites with particle detectors on board,
and hopes are high for a thorough investigation of the Anomaly.
The necessity of taking ionospheric measurements in remote areas led to the
design and construction of a miniaturized ionosonde in the early 1970's. This
was naturally christened "Minibal" and has given excellent service on many ship
voyages. It has not proved as successful when flown in aricraft, mainly because
of the very limited length of antenna that can be used. With modern advances in
pulse coding and correlation techniques it should be possible to improve the
signal to noise ratio at the lower frequencies, so enabling us to see the returned
echoes down to considerably lower frequencies even with relatively inefficient
antennas. A micro-processor version of Minibal is now under construction, known,
naturally, as "Microbal", to exploit these new techniques and enable us to
examine the nighttime E-region over the South Atlantic and Southern Oceans.
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With more than a sunspot cycle of data from Sarae available, it became possible
to look for periodicities in the behaviour of the layers there. Some strange
phenomena emerged, which are still puzzling us. Several papers, especially
by M.H. Williams, who was awarded the Ph.D. degree, have appeared on these aspects
of the work.
In 1973, it became possible to purchase a new ionosonde. The group investigated
possible instruments in depth and finally decided upon the Barry Research VOS-1.
This differs from all other ionosondes in transmitting, not pulses, but a
frequency modulated CW signal at the low power level of 3 Watts. The frequency is
slowly increased in a phase-coherent manner, and the returned ionospheric echo,
after mixing with the present transmitter frequency, gives a beat frequency
proportional to the virtual height. Thus, with a spectrum analyser, a normal
ionogram can be produced, though it has a much better signal/noise ratio than
most conventional pulse ionograms. With the purchase of a second instrument,
it became possible to carry out oblique soundings between Sanae and Grahamstown.
These have been recorded for seven years now, and data have been supplied to the
Weather Bureau to aid in selecting frequencies for communication with Sanae.
The geophysical interpretation of the oblique ionograms, which in principle
allows us to deduce ionospheric conditions over the Southern Ocean on a regular
basis without sailing or flying there, has, however, proved to be very difficult.
One of the problems has been due to relative oscillator freouency drifts at the
two ends, a problem which we expect to overcome shortly. J.P.S. Rash obtained his
Ph.D. degree for his preliminary study of these ionograms and their significance.
It has become evident that it would be possible to digitize the Barry Ionosondes,
and to increase their versatility enormously by introducing microcomputer control.
Over the past five years steady progress has been made by A W v Poole, who
initiated the project, and G S Evans and others, and we expect by the end of 1982
to be able to measure angles of arrival in three dimensions, Doppler shifts of
returning echoes, and signal amplitudes, throughout the frequency range of the
normal ionogram. This will put the ionoscndes in the forefront of modern
ionospheric measuring devices, and will enable us to resolve off-vertical
reflections and determine plasma velocities during, for example, passages of the
mid-latitude trough over Sanae and during auroral events.
In 1976 the activities of the group were extended when we took over the airglow
programme. Three tilting-filter meridian-scanning photometers were built, to
measure the 391,4 ; 557,7 and 630 nm features of ordinary airglow or aurora,
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and have operated since then at Sanae. At present ne are in the process of buildn.i
three more digitized versions to replace the original ones, which will in turn be
digitized on their return from Sanae.

Although several interesting events,

involving both airglow and iorc^onde records, have been examined, and much progress
has been made in understanding the interrelations between the two types of
measurement, little has been published so far because of lack of manpower.

With

the advent of the SANCGASS workshops on the event of 27 July 1979 this work has
received encouragement and may be expected to blossom into a thriving field of
study.

We shall be taking three airglow photometers on the ISAAC cruise to

measure emissions in the South Atlantic Anomaly.
The involvement of the group in measuring the effects of the precipitation of
.

electrons into the atmosphere lias led to a great deal of work on the theory of

I

the ionization and auroral processes concerned,

The group has published papers

on simplified methods of estimating these effects.
I

The methods at present in use

elsewnere involve very long runs on powerful computers,

It has been our philosophy

to look for approximations wherever possible, bearing always in mind the inevitiible
variability of the ccmosphere itself in comparison with the static models usually

I
I
I

yet for the optical emissions accompanying this.

I

Such precipitation is not normally observed at such low latitudes and is very

adopted.

Considerable progress has been made and we are now abie to account

quantitatively for ionizatio,. produced by precipitating electrons, though not

During 1976 several events were observed on ionograms made at Grahamstown which
appeared to be due to ionization of the E-region by precipitated electrons.
poorly understood.

I

Airglow observations, especially of t<ie NÍ

391,4 nm, would be confirmatory evidence of this supposed origin of the shortlived night time E ionization.

I
I

band at

During 1981 a tilting-filter airglow photometer

from Sutherland, kindly lent by the N I T R, was set up at Grahamstown and is now
operated when possible in conjunction with the ionosonde.
events were observed during 1931.

Unfortunately, no such

The experiment continues and will, we hope,

enable us to confirm the hypothesis that occasional electron precipitation events
do take place and produce observable E ionization even at such low latitudes

I

as Grahamstown.

I

The original inspiration to undertake work in this f'eld came from
John Alvin Pierce, of the Cruft Laboratory, Harvard University, now retired.
Encouragement to persevere and an initial grant of £100 from very limited departmental funds came from the late Professor R.w. Varder, Head of the Department
at that time.

The forbearance of Professor W.F. Barker, Head of the Departmenc
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of Chemistry, in allowing one of his junior lecturers to undertake research in the
Physics Department, also played its part.
During the years after the war the .:ewly founded Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research made funds available to us, and has continued to do so since
then. The research would never have rtached its present status, however, if
South Africa had not signed the Antarctic Treaty and so empowered the Treasury,
through the Department of Transport, to make grants on a scale much more
comparable with those in other Western countries. The present system, under the
Cooperative Scientific Programmes Division of the C S I R, has some advantages.
We all hope that the cutbacks necessitated by the present recession will be
restored shortly.
It is now a good time to take stock of our position and decide on future
developments. One of the most attractive and promising fields lies in the
extension of our work to the middle atmosphere between 10 and 100 km. Unfortunately
the effective methods of investigating this region are a little more expensive
than we in South Africa can contemplate at present. This may prevent us from
making any notable national contribution to the international Middle Atmosphere
Programme, MAP, before it comes to an end in 1985. Perhaps it may still be
possible.
I should like in conclusion to express my appreciation to all those who have
contributed to our programme over the past 42 years. Some I nave mentioned,
others not. Our work has only been made possible by their goodwill, help and
participation.
The activities I have described in these rather personal reminiscences show
how a wide variety of interests can grow from a. simple beginning. They have
provided an introduction to experimental and theoretical scientific
techniques to a large number of graduate students, many of whom are now wellknown internationally for their work \n this and other fields. That is one
of the main reasons for university research. Another is the contribution
to the international community's understanding of the phenomena we study.
I think we can be reasonably happy with what we have managed to do so far,
and what we plan to do in the future.
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES
Figure 1

The author recording an ionogram with the original manual
ionosonde.

Figure 2

Energy deposition by 0,2 - 26 keV electrons in the South
Atlantic Anomaly (After Gledhill and Hoffman, 1981).
Thf- numbers on the contours are in milliwatts per square
metre. The dashed line shows the proposed course of the
Project I S A A C voyage.
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hJDULATION OF COSMIC RAYS
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE HERMANUS NEUTRON MONITOR

P H STOKER
DIRECTOR: COSMIC RAY RESEARCH UNIT
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
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I

PREVIEW

The first recordings of cosmic rays made by a n< utron monitor at the
Magnecic Observatory at Hermanus, were published for July 1957, when the
International Geophysical Year 1957/8 started.

The operation of this 12-

IGY neutron monitor was discontinued in 1964, when it was replaced by a
3NM64 as designed for the International Quiet Sun Year 1964/5.

The statis=

tical accuracy of the recordings was improved when in July, 1972, a 9NM64
neutron monitor was put into operation in addition to the 3NM64.

The hourly data of the neutron monitor at Hermanus are published from July
1957 onwards and distributed internationally.

Many papers published in

international journals on the modulation of cosnic rays, have made use of
the data of «-he Hermanus neutron monitor.

Often requests are received

from abroad for data of a shorter interval than the hourly values.

The global importance of the recording of cosmic rays at Hermanus is the
situation of the station at mid-latitude with a cutoff rigidity of 4,7 GV.
Since most of the cosmic ray neutron monitors are situated at much lower
cutoff rigidities, l>eing much closer to the geomagnetic role, the cosmic
ray data of Hermanus is in high demand by investigators overseas.

Our association with the Magnetic Observatory at Hermanus is not only
related to the operation of the neutron monitor, but also due to our
interest in the geomagnetic field as recorded in this region of the Cape
Town Magnetic Anomaly known for its large secular variation.

Cutoff

rigidities for cosmic rays entering the geomagnetic field from the inter*
planetary region, are computed by trajectory tracing using an

uo

International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model.

The IGKF at a

particular epoch has to be corrected for secular variations in order to
compute the correct cutoff rigiditv of a neutron monitor station at
another time.

Furthermore, cutoff rigidities at middel latitudes are

effected by DSt associated ring currents in the magnetosphere.

For a

correct reduction of tae pressure corrected counting rate of a neutron
monitor to the interplanetary integral intensity of cosmic rays, the
effective cutoff rigidity must be known.

2

INTRODUCTION

Investigations at Potchefstroom have directed our interest to the interaction
between cosmic rêys and the interplanetary magnetic field.

The interplanetary

or solar magnetic field defines a region within the galactic medium (Figure 1)
just as the geomagnetic field defines a region within the interplanetary medium.
Galactic cosmic rays may enter the so-called heliospheric region and an unknown
fraction of these manage to reach the Earth through the interplanetary medium.

HELIOSPHERE AT SOLAR MAXIMUM

Figure 1
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The monthly averaged i n t e n s i t y of cosmic rays a s recorded at ground l e v e l
in North Aricrica at Deep River, Canada, i s shown i n Figure 2 (Von Rosenvinge
and P a i z i s .

!981).

The 100% l e v e l r e p r e s e n t s the i n t e n s i t y of cosmic rays

during i*ay 1965, when the s o l a r a c t i v i t y was i t the previous minimum l e v e l .
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Figure 2

The Zurich sunspot number was a maximum during 1969 and again in 1970 when
the cosmic ray intensity was at a minimum.

The cosmic ray intensity as re=

corded at Di?ep River, recovered fast towards the 100% level after the
minimum in 1970.

From the end of 1971 until 1977 the intensity was variable

and approached on several occasions within a few percent the 100% level of
May 1965.

The scattering in monthly averaged cosmic ray intensity smoothed

down towards and during 1976, when solar activity was at a minimum level.
However, the cosmic ray intensity did not recover during 1976 to the 1965
value, presumably because the activity of the rid (20th) cycle did not
die

away completely before the new (21st) eleven year solar cycle started.

After 1976 the solar modulation of cosmic rays increased again due to in=
creasing solar activity of the 21st cycle with a resulting decrease in the
intensity of cosmic rays.

It is this period of increasing modulation of

cosmic rays from 1976 onwards which 1 wish to discuss in this talk.

First

the geomagnetic field ÓS ? spectrometer for primary cosmic rays will be
discussed and then applied to the latitude surveys in 1975 and of 1976.
Ne ;t, features of the coronal magnetic field, the solar wind with inter
planetary magnetic field, and the transport of cosmic rays in the inter=
planetary magnetic field will be outlined in ordt!r to relate cosmic ray
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recordings at fixed groundlevel stations to observations made in outerspace
by space crafts fnd satellites and to explain these recordings in terms of
cosmic ray inodulation processes.

3

THE GEOMAGNETIC SPECTROMETER

Figure 3 shows an equatorial section of the Earth the equatorial magnetic
field directed inward towards the north pole.

The orbit of an energetic

positively charged particle is shown, arriving at the Earth's atmosphere
in ? vertical direction.

A less energetic part'cle, approaching the geo=

magnetic field from the same asymptotic direction, is deflected by the
geomagnetic field and will not be observed at Earth.

Figure 3:

Positively charged
particles (i.e. cosmic
rays) -ire deflecced by the £eomag=
netic field by a magnetic force
F=qvB when v J- B. This *orce is
equal to the centripetal :orce
F = mv /p. Consequently Bp = — =
rigidity and is a constant for
particles with different charges
but with the same rigidity. A nega=
tively .narged particle shot away from
the earth in the opposite direction
and with the same velocity as the in=
coming positive particle will retrace
the same trajectory back into space.
If the negative particle is shot away
with a rigidity that takes the
particle asymptotically into a
circular orbit around the earth then
the particle will neither escape nor
encounter the Earth again. This
rigidity is known as the cut-off
rigidity.
2

When tracing trajectories through a magnetic field, particles with the same
• • . • / momentum* •,-,*•,•,
„i_
^
&•
magnetic rigidity (= — r

) will follow the same trajectory.

Since cosmic

rays consist of nuclear particles with different charges, the (magnetic)
rigidity is the appropriate parameter (and not energy) for spectral measure
ments by a magnetic field.
be observed at
field lines.

3

Cosmic ray particles require a high rigidity to

the equator, since traj?ctories have to cross geomagnetic
Particles of lower rigidities may however be observed in polar
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regions, because particles may approach the poles along gemagnetic field
lines.

The effective minimum rigidity of a charged particle to arrive at the
atmosphere o< the earth at a particular location is called the cutoff
rigidity.

At the equator the cutoff rigidity is about 16 GV, while at

the polar regions the atmosphere imposes a cutoff of about I GV for cosmic
ray particles to be detected at ground level.

4

THE LATITUDE SURVEY OF 1976

We conducted a latitude survey (Stoker, et al. 1980) of cosmic ray intensity
at sea level during the solar minimum period in 1976.
routes of the survey.

Figure 4 shows the

Several cosmic ray detectors were mounted on the

bridge deck of the S A Huguenot,a frighter of S A Marine Corporation.
Similar detectors on the M.V. RSA surveyed the cosmic ray intensity from
Cape Town to Sanae on the Antarctic ice shelf.

The data of these surveys are shown in Figure 5.

From diis integral distri*

buticn of cosmic rays the integral and differential distributions may be
derived and «-re shown in Figure 6 (Potgiet^r et al., 1980a) for two types of
cosmic ray detectors, MMl and NM3.

Figure 4:

The 1976 latitude survey of
cosmic rays at sea-level.
The figures indicate the cutoff rigidi=
ties at the various locations.
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We have also re-analised the úata of the survey of Carmichael et ai (1969)
across the continent of Nordi America during the solar minimum activity
period in 1965 and of Rose et al. (1956) along the eastern and western
D

coasts of the continents of North and South An. rica during the 1954 period
of minimum solar activity.

The iresulted differential distributions for

1965 and 1954 are shown in Figure 7 (Potgieter et al., 1980b).
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Figure 7;

The differential response functions
dN/dP for 1954, 1965 and 1976,
normalized at 10 GV.

Although cosmic rays did not recover to the same level in 1976 as in 1965,
Figure 7 shows that the 1976 spectrum was significantly softer than the
1965 spectrum, while the 1954 spectrum was very similar to the 1976 spectrum.

There appears to be a 22 year cycle in the differential distribution of cosmic
rays at the periods of minimum solar activity.

Moraal et al., (1979) explain

the 22 year variation in the differential distributions by the 22 year cycle
in the polarity of the solar magnetic field (see paragraph 6).
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5

CORRECTNESS OF THE IGRF

A rosmic ray detector was flown on a Boeing 747 of the South African Airways
to London and back in 1975. The cosmic ray intensity was plotted as a
function of cutoff rigidity in Figure 8 (Mischke et al., 1979).

Ii the

upper plot the cutoff rigidities were calculated from the 1955 IGRF, while
in 1975 the rigidities were calculated from the 1965 IGRF, corrected to 1975
for secular variations.
955 EPOCH

F i u r e 8:
b

Cosmic ray intensity plotted
against vertical cutoff rigidity
calculated for Epoch 1955 (top
figure) and for Epoch 1975
bottom figure).
12-13 AUGUST 1975
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The 1955 IGRF did not yield the same latitude distributions for the South and
North Atlantic Oceans in 1975.

The distributions are closing up for cutoff

rigidities computed for 1975 from the 1965 IGRF corrected for secular variations.
In Figure 9 the results are shown for data obtained at 30 000 feet pressure
altitude during a flight from Johannesburg to New York (Konig and Stoker, 1981).

It is apparent that the secular variation of th»; geomagnetic field was not
taken account of correctly in the extrapolation from 1965 to 1975.

The IGRF

derived from the 1981 magsat data should be employed to correct the 1975
geomagnetic field simulated model for computing the cutoff rigidities for
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1975.

It should be noted that the secular variations effect cutoff

rigidities in opposite directions in the South and North Atlantic oceans.
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Figure 9:

Count rates in the two hemispheres plotted as a function of
vertical cutoff rigidity, as calculated by trajectory tracing
with the geomagnetic field model for 1975 for positions en
route for a flight from Johannesburg to London in 1976.

A cutoff rigidity at a particular geographic coordinate may be calculated
by interpolation from a 5°x!5° world grid of cutoff rigidities (Shea and
Smart 1975).

The cutoff rigidities at the grid coordinates were computed

by trajectory tracing.

Cutoff rigidities were calculated by interpolation

from the world grid for coordinates along the flight route of a cosmic ray
detector on a South African Airways' Boeing 747 from Johannesburg to New
York in 1976, and compared with cutoff rigidities obtained from trajectory
tracings of cosmic ray particles through the geomagnetic field (tónig and
Stoker, 198 Ï >. When the differences between these two sets of cutoff
rigidities are plotted (Figure 10), scatterings in the differences are
apparent in the mid-latitude regions between 5 and 11 GV cutoff rigidities,
in particular in the North Atlantic Ocean region, where an oscillation is
apparent.

These results suggest that the 5°xl5° grid is too course for

interpolation purposes at mid-latitudes, and that a 1°xl° grid should
rather be used.

Even for closely spaced points slight changes in the

penumbral structure of cosmic ray entries may cause a random scattering
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of l e s s than l), I GV in c u t o f f

rigidity.
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Figure 10: Difference between vertical cutoff rigidity obtained by inter=
polation and cutoff rigidity calculated by trajectory tracing,
plotted against longitude for positions along the flight path
from Johannesburg (26°S, 28°F) to New York (40°N, 288°E).
Trajectory-traced vertical cutoff rigidity values are also in=
dicated at se*acted intervals.

6

THE CORONAL MAGNETIC FIELD

Photospheric magnetic field measurements are performed daily by many obser=
vat ions around the globe, using a magnetograph.

The magnetograph measures

photospheric spectral line splitting in either the longitudinal or transverse
Zeeman effect.

Thus both the photospheric magnetic field strength and the

direction of the field are obtained.

In Figure II a solar magnetogram from

Mt Wilson taken on 17 January, 1982, is shown (Solar-Geophysical Data, 1982).
Solid lines are positive isotesla levels and dashed lines are negative isolcvels.

The angular solition is 17,5 arc.

From the photospheric. magnetic field values the coronal magnetic field may be
computed.

Field lines thus computed for the solar eclipse of 12 November 1966,

are shown in Figure 12 (Fisk and Schatten, 1972).

The solid lines represent

magnetic fields directed away from the sun and the dashed lines fields direc=
ted toward the sun.

Note that in 1966 the northern hemisphere of the sun had

a resulting negative (south) magnetic pole polarity and the southern hemisphere
a positive (north) magnetic pole polarity in 1966.

Note also the interconnect

ting magnetic field lines from the small scale positive and negative polarities
on the photosphere (see Figure II).
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Figure 11: A solar magnetogram taken on January 17, 1982
N
•it.

Figure 12: The coronal magnetic field calculated by
Schatten (1971) for the November 12, 1966
solar eclipse.
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THE SOLAR WIND AND INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD

Although the photospheric temperature of the sun is about 4500 kelvin, the
temperature of the corona at about one solar radius above the photosphere
is more than 1 x 10 kelvin.

The solar gravitional field could not keep

the coronal plasma in equilibrium and consequently, the coronal plasma is
streaming away from the sun into the interplanetary space at an average
speed of about 400 km.s

. This streaming of the coronal plasma away from

the sun is called the solar wind.

This radially expanding plasma carries

with it the solar magnetic field.

In Figure 13 three magnetic field lines are shown.
away from the sun at a spaed of about 400 km.s
a period of 27 days.

These lines are carried

, while the sun rotates with

Consequently the solar magnetic field lines are in the

form of Archimedian spirals.

The solar wind with the frozen-in magnetic

field lines continuous to stream radially outwards until the pressure of the
solar wind is balanced by the pressure of the interstellar medium.

(See

Figure i). According to present estimates this boundary between interplanetary
and galactic medium must be at least at 50 A.U., but less than 100 A.U.
(1 A.U. = 1 Astronomical unit = distance between Sun and Earth).

The boundary

layer is expected to be a region of irregular and turbulent magnetic fields.

Very high energy (about 100 GeV and above) galactic cosmic rays (being charged
58

particles) may reach the Earth at 1 A.U. by a trajectory, crossing the inter
planetary magnetic field lines.

Lower energy galactic cosmic rays may beco-ne

trapped on the spiral field lines (see Figure 13). Because of irregularities
which exist in the spiral form of the field lines due to density fluctuations
in the solar wind, the trapped particles will experience pitch angle
scattering while moving along the field lines.

The trapped particles are

diffusing inward along the field lines and at the same time they are swept
with the field lines by the solar wind radially outward back to interstellar
space.

A outward directed radial gradient in the number density of cosmic

ray particles is therefore maintained.

The number density of cosmic ray

particles at a particular radial distance from the sun is determined by the
degree of modulation of the galactic cosmic ray spectrum by the diffusion convection effect of the interplanetary magnetic field on the cosmic ray
particles.

Ill

Figure 13
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DRIFT OF COSMIC RAY PARTICLES IN THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD

In Figure 14 it is apparent that during the sixties the electron flux in the
energy range 360-580 MeV was larger than the proton flux in the energy range
of 40-90 MeV at I A.U.
tive to each other;

In the early seventies the intensities changed rela*

the proton flux became larger than the electron flux.

This signified a change in the interplanetary medium that was charge depended.

During 1969-1971 the polarity of the solar magnetic field reversed.

Before

1970 the sun's northern hemisphere had a negative polarity and the southern
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hemisphere ; positive polarity, with reversed polarities after 1970.
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Figure 14: (Evenson et al., 1981)

A drift term is present in the transport equation for cosmic rays in the
interplanetary magnetic field, as derived from the Focker-Planck Equation.
Preliminary analysis by Moraal et al., (1979) suggest a softer cosmic ray
spectrum after 1970 than before 1970 for the same degree of modulation of
cosmic rays, thus explaining the softer spectrum of cosmic rays in the
rigidity range of 1 to 16 GV during 1976 with respect to 1965 (see Figure 7)

Figure 15 illustrates the origin of the diurnal variation of cosmic rays.
R is the resultant flux of cosmic ray particles due to the outward convec
tion velocity CV and the inward diffusion velocities D

and D

due to the parallel and perpendicular diffusion coefficients.

a

respectively
Consequently

a diurnal variation is observed in the cosmic ray intensity just before
I8h00 local time.

According to M Lemmer's work for an M Sc theses (1983)

at Potchefstroom, the maximum of the diurnal variation as recorded by the
Hermit"? neutron monitor, was closer to 18h00 and had a larger amplitude
betore 1970 than after 1970.

This may be explained by a northward directed

interplanetary magnetic field component perpendicular to the ecliptic plane
before 1970 and a southward directed perpendicular component after 1970.
Vbrk is still in progress to explain this change in direction and amplitude
quantitatively from the general transport equation of cosmic rays in the
interplanetary magnetic field.

113
06
i

00

00

Figure 15: R is the resultant streaming velocity of cosmic ray particles,
that are convected radially outwards by a streaming velocity
CV and that are diffusing inwards with streaming velocities D|j
and Di respectively parallel and perpendicular to the Archimedian
spiral magnetic field direction. The bottom vector dial shows
the resultant vector R before and after 1970 as obtained from
the hourly counting rate of the Hermanus neutron monitor. The
differences between the resultant R before and after 1970 may
be explained partly by a drift velocity « E^ x Gj, where j^ is
the vertical component of the interplanetary magnetic field at
I A.U. and G is the radial component of the gradient of cosmic
ray particle intensity. This drift vector is also shown in the
bottom figure.
r

STEP-LIKE MODULATION OF COSMIC RAYS

During the rising part of the previous solar activity cycle, Stoker and
Carmichael (1971), reported on a step-like change in the modulation of cosmic
rays (see Figure 16). The same step-like change in modulation is also apparent
for the present solar cycle (see Figures 17). In each graph the higher cutoff
rigidity (i.e. lower latitude) station is plotted on the horisontal axis and
the lower cutoff rigidity (i.e. higher latitude) station on the vertical axis.
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Figure 16:
Observed and calculated re=
gressions between the relative
variations of the Kula and the
Deep River neutron monitors.
The monthly experimental points
have been numbered in sequence.
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In order to try to explain these step-like changes in modulation, let us
look at data of space-craft far out in space (Figure 18). In Figure 19
results obtained from Pioneer 10 at 16,0 A.U. on 27 May 1978 and at 17,4 A.U.
on 12 November 1978 are shown (McDonald et al., 1981).

The middle plots show

a steep increase in the solar wind speed, indicating a supersonic shock that
originated from a corona hole or an eruption (solar flare) on the sun.

In

top plots increases in the indensities of 0,84-2,3 MeV protons due to the
passage of the shock, are apparent while a decrease in intensity of >200 MeV
protons can be seen in the lower plots.

In Figure 20 (McDonald et al., 1981) the progession of shocks moving radially
outward in interplanetary space could be seen from the decreases in the coun=
ting rates of the proton detectors as observed in succession by Voyager II,
I and Pioneer 10 at different radial distances from the sun.

It took the

shocks about 2 months to cover the dist?nce of 22 A.U. from the sun to
Pioneer 10.

The increase of longterm modulation of galactic cosmic rays may be due to a
succession of shocks that originated from the sun and propagated radially
outward in the interplanetary medium.

From Figure 17 the recovering of more

energetic cosmic rays from the depletion effect of these outward traveling
shocks should be sooner than the recovery of lower energy particles.

This
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Five monthly sliding average counting rates of Tsumeb (cutoff
rigidity 9,3 GV) and Hermanus (A,7 GV) and of Potchefstroom
(7,4 GV) and Kiel (2,2 CV) for the first phase of the present
solar activity cycle. The IC0% level is for May 1965.
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The changes in low energy p a r t i c l e i n t e n s i t y and the s o l a r
wind speed c l e a r l y mark the passage of the shock (McDonald et a l . ,
1981).
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(McDonald et al. 1981).

rigidity-depended recovery of cosmic rays after a period of increased
modulation shows up in the step-like changes in cosmic ray intensity as
observed by our neutron monitors (see Figures 16 and 17). Work is in
progress to relate these traveling disturbances, as observed in inter*
planetary space, to Forbush decreases as observed Hy groundbased neutron
monitors.

By including a rigidity dependent scattering term into the

transport equation for cosmic rays, the step-liv.e changes in modulation
might be explained.
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SOIAR PROTON GROUND LEVEL EVENTS

Figure 2 1 (Stoker et al. , 1979) shows the solar proton ground level event
of 7 May

1975, as observed by neutron monitors at different locations.

A

directional anisotropy is evident if the data of the high latitude stations
Sanae, South Pole, McMurdo, Newark and Kiel are intercompared.

A spectral-

depended counting rate is obvious when intercomparing the data of Sanae,
Hermanus, Potchefstroom and Tsumeb.

In order to resolve the difficulty

imposed by directional anisotropy when the spectrum of the solar protons
has to be determined from observations at different locations on earth, two
types of detectors having different energy sensitivities are in operation
at Sanae.

Figure 6 shows the difference in differential counting rates of

the NMl which was a INM64 and the NM3, which was a neutron moderated
detector (NMD).

The data of these two different cosmic ray detectors for

solar proton ground level events are also shown in Figure 2i, as a ratio
in the counting rates of the two detectors at Sanae, the neutron moderated
detector (4NMD) and the 3NM64 neutron monitor.

The spectrum of the solar

protons is deduced from the variation in this ratio duriiig the ground level
event.
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